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Abstract 

To circuit bend is to open up low voltage keyboards and toys, and apply random connections to 

their circuits to make them produce new sounds. The term was coined by Qubais Reed Ghazala.

This text seeks to show why circuit bending can be considered an aesthetic phenomenon. This is 

done by giving it an historical background, and by relating it to aesthetic theories and practices. In 

order to show the practical part of circuit bending, four experiments are carried out. First, three 

workshops document circuit bending in different contexts. Then, the circuit bending a of Casio   

SK-1 keyboard is documented, and its new sounds and playability are analyzed. The aesthetic 

theories and practical experiments will in turn be used to explain why circuit bending can be 

considered an aesthetic phenomenon, to place it in the field of music and art, and to explain why 

this interdisicplinary practice can be valuable for finding new ideas in music and techology.    
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1   Introduction

Why am I writing about circuit-bending? First of all my background in electronic music made me 

open up boxes, to repair something broken or to try to figure out how something was working, and 

how sound was produced. This eventually lead to modifying instuments. I've been using circuit bent

instruments to make music, often by recording their output and re-using the sounds.1 The strange 

and wonderful sounds produced by these instruments made me want to investigate them further. I 

got the idea of writing about this while I was looking for information about this and I felt that it was

academically underdocumented.

To circuit bend is to open up an electronic instrument or toy, and to apply random 

connections to the circuit. Circuit bending is done to low voltage electronic devices such as musical 

toys, radio devices, electronic keyboards, synthesizers, music players by changing the way 

electricity flows through its circuit until an interesting sound is achieved (Fernandez & Iazetta, 

2011). Circuit bending can be done by removing and/or adding electronic components, connecting 

different circuits, or even by adding organic elements in the circuit (Fernandez & Iazetta, 2011). 

The basic method of circuit-bending is very simple, but the musical output and aesthetic 

consequences of doing this can be quite complex. Circuit bending as a term was coined by Qubais 

Reed Ghazala in an article in the periodical Experimental Musical Instruments (Ghazala, sept 1992 

p. 23). Ghazala will play an important role in this text, since he is one of few that have written 

extensively about the topic.  

The main aim for this text is to say why circuit bending can be considered an aesthetic 

phenomenon. It also seeks to say something about what and where the aesthetic experience in 

circuit bending is, and to place it among music and art. To be able to do this we must take a look at 

the history of circuit bending, do some practical experiments and ask some questions. What is the 

aesthetic experience in circuit bending, and where is it? Is it in the process of bending itself, is it in 

the music produced by these instruments, or is it in the theoretical framework around it? In the end 

we will try to answer whether or not these experiences have any importance outside the field of 

circuit bending. Since some of the experiments presented here is done by the author, including the 

workshops, presenting the field from an objectiv point of view will be be a challenge. This is 

probably a problem encountered by anyone writing about something close to their own interests. 

This text will lean heavily on what is said by others on the subject  to try to maintain some 

objectivity.

1 On several albums and remixes using the name Center of the Universe.  
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1.1 Questions of research

The topic for this text is circuit bending. My main question is:

• Can circuit bending be considered an aesthetic phenomonon?

Some subquestions come out of this, two of aesthetic character, and one more tecnical:

• Where can we place circuit bending in in the field of music and arts, and what is the 

background for it?

• Where is the work of art in circuit bending? 

• Can approaches from circuit bending be applied to other fields?

As mentioned, the idea of writing this text came out of a search for information about this topic. 

There are many websites and forums about this, most of them are written by circuit benders, and 

most of them are more practical than theoretical. There is an interest in the subject, but few 

academic texts about it. A reason to write this text is to fill in this gap. My aim is to present the topic

for so it could be used or referred to by others. Hopefully, trying to answer these questions will 

result in an understandable text that describes what circuit bending is, and also discusses why it can 

be considered an aesthetic phenomenon. 

12

1.2 Definitions

In this text circuit bending and hardware hacking will be used as synonyms since they have nearly 

the same meaning (Collins, 2009, p 106). A nuance is that circuit bending more often involves 

musical instruments. The reason to use both the terms bend and hack is that it addresses cultural 

differences. The circuit bender or hacker is the person that do these activities with something bent 

or hacked as a result. As we will see, the word hacker did not originate with connotations of 

something unlawful (Levy, 1984), and it will be used in its original meaning in this text.  

Modding and the Mod will have a slightly different meaning than bending than since a Mod is the 

result of an action where the intention for the outcome is more clear. 

12



The work of art will be used in a multidisciplinary sense as any work of art, be it music, visual art 

or performance. Defining what is art and what is not is not the task of this text, but placing our topic

in a context among art is. 

A similar approach is taken to the term music. This text is not about what can be considered music, 

and what can't be. It uses a wide definition of music, such as the “Organized sound” coined by 

Edgar Varèse (Varèse , 1966, p. 13), or Elliot Schwartz definition “Music is the organization of 

sound and time”2 

The term performer in this text means someone playing an instrument, the composer as someone 

making a composition. 

1.3 Limitations

This text shuts out any instrument or electronic device that is built from scratch. It also shuts out 

most computer programming and software. The exception from this are the digital circuits and 

operating systems inside circuit bent devices such as keyboards, that can be labelled computers by 

definition. It is also possible to circuit-bend with a personal computer through devices such as an 

Arduino3 or by simulating circuit-bending digitally (Werner, 2013). This is not the main concern of 

the text, but it will be mentioned briefly. This text is about the modifications of electronic devices, 

and hence it shut out all other projects even if some are mentioned for the sake of context.

1.4 Structure

This is a two part master with a theoretical and a practical part. 

In chapter 2  the subject is given an introduction by briefly going through the historical background 

and some theoretical aspects of circuit bending. Chapter 3 is about aleatoric and generative music, 

since the music made by circuit bent instruments often can be put in this category. Chapter 4 is 

relating aesthetic theory to circuit bending. 

2 http://www.williamepowell.com/pdfs/DefinitionsOfMusic.pdf

3 www.casperelectronics.com/finished-pieces/circuit-bending-tutorial/interfacing-with-the-arduino
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Chapter 5 and 6 is the practical part. Chapter 5 is about three different workshops that was held to 

observe and gather materials for this text. Chapter 6 will show circuit bending in practice by 

attempting to do a close replica of an historical circuit bend of a Casio SK-1. Then the new 

playability and sounds of the keyboard will be analyzed. In these chapters there are also pictures, 

videos and sound to illustrate the text.

Going back to the theoretical, chapter 7 is a discussion that attempts to answer the questions of 

research based on the materials from the previous chapters, and Chapter 8 is a conclusion. 

14



2    Background

In this chapter we will look at the history of circuit bending. This will be presented chronologically  

starting with its predecessors like acoustic bending, the coining of the term by Reed Ghazala, and a

short presentation of his theories. The development will be followed to recent years. In the end we 

will look at possibilities for the future, such as circuit bending with new digital tools.      

2.1 Acoustic to digital continuum

Based on an essay by Bartók from 1937 on the mechanization of music, Thelle establishes a 

continuum ranging from sounds that are produced by the physical body of the performer such as 

singing, to sound that are digitally produced but triggered by the performer (Thelle, 2010 p.56). The

five categories are incorporated4 , direct5, mechanical6, analog electronic7 and digital8. In the sense 

of taking the steps from acoustic to the digital, this follows the development of circuit bending. But 

we are not taking the step fully into the digital domain. As we will see, circuit bending is exploring 

and distorting the line between the two last steps of this continuum by making “wrong” connections

that sometimes causes analog and digital signals to mix. This mix of analog and digital have been 

described by Collins (Collins, 2009. p. 132), such as using digital logic circuits to produce analog 

audio signals. In the realm of circuit bent toy keyboards, the analog/digital distinction could be 

difficult to keep, since signals of both types are mixed. Still most of the instruments used in circuit 

bending would be labelled digital. To avoid a sometimes confusing distintinction between analog 

and digital, it is more useful in our case to distinguish between hardware and software.    

2.2 Other texts on Circuit bending

The first text that used the word Circuit bending appeared in the periodical Experimental musical 

instruments and was written by Qubais Reed Ghazala (Ghazala, sept 1992, p.23). Ghazala is also 

the author of a book completely dedicated to our subject Circuit-bending , Build your own alien 

4 Such as singing or clapping hands.

5 Such as a string instrument where the player touch the strings to make sound. 

6 Such as a piano or keyboard instrument with mechanical parts.

7 Such as an analog synthesizer.

8 Such as computer music or digital synthesizers.
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instruments (Ghazala, 2005). Here, circuit bending is thoroughly described with examples of how 

the reader could bend their own instruments. Ghazala also offers an insight into his philosophy, and 

explains why bending could be an interesting musical activity (Ghazala, 2005 p.). Nicolas Collins 

book Handmade Electronic Music – The art of hardware-hacking (Collins, 2009) also covers the 

subject at some depth. A few academic texts that covers the subject do exist, such as Circuit-

Bending and the DIY Culture (Fernandez & Iazetta, 2011)9

2.3 Acoustic bending, John Cage and the prepared piano

In 1938, John Cage was commissioned to write music to a piece by Syvilla Fort called 

“Bacchanale”. (Robinson, 2010, p. 62). At the time Cage used to compose for a percussion and junk

orchestra, but for this piece he didn't have the space or resources for a big band with many 

instruments and players. Cage started to experiment with putting nails, screws and different objects 

between the strings of a grand piano, perhaps to simulate the effect of an orchestra of percussionists.

This method was later dubbed the “prepared piano“. Cage used this method in many of his 

compositions in the 1940s. The inserted objects change the timbre of the strings, and gives the piano

a more percussive character, thus making it possible for a single player to play complex percussive 

patterns on a piano with different timbres on each key. The prepared piano is not a direct analogy to 

circuit bending, but it bears some resemblance to it. In both cases the performer adds materials to an

already functioning instruments to alter the timbres and sounds it produces. In this way the prepared

piano can be seen as a an example of acoustic bending. 

9 That also reflects on the aesthetics related to circuit bending.
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(Figure 1. Cracklebox)

2.4 Pre circuit bending: the Cracklebox

There are some examples of ciruit bending that probably precedes Ghazala's early experiments in 

the end of the 1960s. These examples also precedes the term circuit bending. One example is the  

story of the young Michel Waisvisz attemting to circuit bend his fathers shortwave reciever using a 

technique later called laying of hands. This means opening up the device and touching the circuit  

directly. This could be a fruitful technique for small battery powered devices, but it is potentially 

lethal for anything wall-powered. Waisvisz survived trying this, and his father bolted his radio to the

wall to avoid further incidents (Collins, 2009 p. 76). In the late sixties Waisvisz worked togehter 

with engineer Geert Hamelberg to create an instrument that could be played by touching points on a

circuit, but this time as a battery-powered device that was safe to use. The result of this research 

was an instrument called the Cracklebox, and was made available for sale in 1974 by STEIM10 in 

Amsterdam. The Cracklebox which is still in sale as of 201611 is a small battery powered instrument

where about one third of the circuit board is enclosed in a small wooden box, but the other two 

thirds is touchable by the player. Since it is an open circuit, where the players body is used as a 

10 Studio for Electro-Instrumental Music www.steim.org

11 http://steim.org/product/cracklebox/
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variable resistor, the Cracklebox is a good analogy to what circuit bending is at the stage where a 

device is opened up to search for new connections.12 Waisvisz early curiosity is maybe the first 

known example of the potential hazards of circuit bending. It is probably accidents like this that 

have led to the warnings and disclaimers found in most tutorials on circuit bending.13

2.5 Circuit bending and Reed Ghazala

The term circuit bending was coined by Qubais Reed Ghazala in the article Circuit-bending and 

Living Instruments from periodical Experimental musical instruments (Ghazala, sept 1992, p.23)

The truth is, the most alluring realm of electronic discovery has been based upon sending 

electrons where they were never meant to be sent at all... I call this CIRCUIT-BENDING... 

In the article The Odor Box in the same periodical (Ghazala, dec 1992, p. 18) Ghazala tells the story

about how he was giving up his search for something on his desk, shutting a drawer and hearing a 

strange sound. The sound was coming from a small transistor-amplifier where the back-panel had 

fallen of, exposing the circuit and causing short-circuits by some other object. Fernandez & Iazetta 

claims that he made this experience with letting a screwdriver touching the circuitry (Fernandez & 

Iazetta, 2011 p. 2), but this seems not to be the case according to Ghazala himself, even if he admits 

starting further experiments right after this event took place (Ghazala, dec 1992, p. 18). Ghazala 

also makes a disclaimer about his discovery:

I am certainly not the first person to have discovered that weird things happen to audio 

electronics when you short-out their circuit boards in just the right places. (Ghazala, sept 

1992 p.24)

Still the conclusion is clear: 

If this can happen to an amp, not supposed to make a sound on its own, what might happen 

if one were to short out circuits that already make a sound, such as keyboards and radios 

and toys? (Ghazala: 2004, p 97)

12 Later on Waisvisz worked with developing both instruments and computer systems at STEIM, most of them based 

on direct interaction between performer and technology. http://www.crackle.org/index.php

13 Such as the one found on circuitbenders.co.uk: http://www.circuitbenders.co.uk/tips.html
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In the sixties and seventies, buying a synthesizer was not within the economic reach of most 

musicians, let alone teenagers like the then young Ghazala. With circuit bending, Ghazala found a 

way to explore synthesizers and experimental music with using what he had at hand, or with cheap 

objects found at flea markets or thrift stores. This is an important part of circuit bending, often 

called Bricolage, and it is central to many of Ghazalas bent instruments, as well as the work of most

other circuit benders.   

2.6 The (anti)theories of Reed Ghazala

Circuit bending, both as a word, and as a phenomenon was spread to an audience interested in 

experimental music and instruments. This probably started with Reed Ghazalas articles in the 

periodical Experimental Musical Instruments in the early nineties (Ghazala, 1992). Ghazala used 

the internet quite early on to present his projects, having a web page14 that dates back to 1998. His 

articles also refer to extensive use of emails earlier (Ghazala, 1996). 

In these articles, circuit bending is thoroughly described, and he also develops some 

philosophical thoughts and terms that he continues to use in further publications. One of Ghazalas 

terms is Threshold of invention. This means the threshold where possible new sounds and inventions

can be made. Ghazala argues that this area traditionally belonged to electrical engineers in 

laboratories, and it was from these laboratories new inventions and sounds came. Being self-taught, 

musicians like David Tudor and Gordon Mumma, who made their own electronic instruments, 

started to move towards using “wrong” connection to make music. (Collins, 2009, p. 106). Circuit-

bending is a part of theis movement since it presents the possibility of starting out with something 

that allready works, and to modify it without necessarily knowing what is at play theoretically. Thus

circuit bending lowers the threshold for experimenting with electronic musical instruments. 

 According to Ghazala, circuit bending opens up the possibility to experiment with 

electronics in music for everyone, not only experts. Since experimenting with a device that is 

already working will require a lot less technical skills than constructing it from scratch, it can be 

done by almost anyone. Thus the threshold of invention is moved so it is reachable by laymen. 

Ghazala also launches the term Anti-theory. This is meant as opposed to standard electrical 

theory used to contruct devices and musical instruments. Ghazala separates the opposites Theory 

True and Theory false/Anti-theory /Out of theory. The first is the field where someone carefully 

14 www.anti-theory.com
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designs an instrument to construct it, using conventional electronic theory, the latter is where an 

already working electronic device is used for further experimentation, and where the experimentor 

doesn't know the theory behind what is happening. The latter is also called Chance Electronics since

the experiments with finding points for additional connections is based on a combination of chance 

and trial and error. He draws parallells from this to the visual arts, and chance art where procesesses

of chance are used to create images. Examples of this are Alexander Calders mobiles, and the 

American abstract expressionist method called action paining, where paint is thrown at canvases. 

(Ghazala, 2005, p. 50) In Ghazalas parallels, the working electronic circuit is like a canvas that can 

be used to create a new work of art. 

Another pair of opposites used by Ghazala are Fuzzy logic and Clear illogic. While Fuzzy 

logic is logical system made to give machines the possibility to respond to the complexities of the 

real world with adding in-between positions to 1 and 0 or true or false, Clear illogic15 is a term 

made up by Ghazala. According to him Fuzzy logic seeks a norm in a chaotic environment, while 

Clear illogic seeks chaos in an ordered environment (Ghazala, 2005, p. 51). Clear illogic is 

according to Ghazala to force logical circuits to behave in other ways than what they were designed 

for by applying connections found by chance. While agreeing that this is an interesting method of 

musical experimentation, it is possible to argue that Fuzzy logic and Clear illogic are just two sides 

of the same phenomenon, Clear illogic is the part where systems are altered so they are out of 

control, or beyond the experimenter or designers comprehension. But this does not necessarily 

mean that there is an illogic behind it, just that the logic is too complex to be comprehended by the 

experimenter. One can also argue that this Clear illogic can be very similar to a Fuzzy logic since 

logic circuits can be put in ambiguous states by being connected in ways they are not originally 

designed for.  

Ghazala characterizes two types of special circuit bent instruments, the first one is a 

BEAaspe, a Bio-Electronic Audiosapian, this meaning an instrument or device that has body-

contacts to make the player (or players) a part of the circuit (Ghazala, 2005, p.52). This method of 

making the human body a part of an electrical circuit can also be used outside circuit bending, as 

with sensors connected to computers. By doing this, one or more players becomes a part of the 

electrical circuit of the instrument. In circuit bending this is related to the mentioned technique 

called laying of hands which involves touching the circuit directly.. As pointed out by most tutorials

on bending, this should only be carried out with small battery-powered devices, that have no 

connections to mains electricity, not even indirectly through an audio connection.

The second type pointed out by Ghazala is a living instrument. This is a circuit bent 

15 Fuzzy logic in Encyclopædia Britannica Online http://www.britannica.com/topic/fuzzy-logic.
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instrument where the modifications reduce it's lifetime. It may be that too much electricity is 

applied to some of the components causing the instrument to “age” or burn out with use. Often this 

changes it's sounds and timbre in the process. Ghazala argues that all instruments in fact are living 

instruments, with classical harps as an example of instruments that “age” and fall apart after a 

period of time. Circuit bending can speed up this process, causing the intstrument to be destroyed in

the faster while changing the timbre as they age. This raises interesting questions about using, or 

using up an instrument (Ghazala, 2005, p. 52).

2.7 An expansion of the field

During the late 90's and 00's the techniques of circuit bending have been spread with the help of the 

Internet. Circuit benders and their web-sites like Circuitbenders.co.uk (2001), 

Casperelectronics.com (early 2000s), Gieskes.nl (early 2000s) and the aforementioned anti-

theory.com (1998) have been spreading information on how to circuit bend by publishing 

schematics and tutorials online. Some of these sites also sell circuit bent instruments, or offer the 

possibility to supply an instrument for circuit bending, thus making these instruments available to 

other musicians. Some circuit benders specialize in bending specific instruments for further resale 

or in arranging workshops where they teach how to modify them. One example of this is the Suzuki

Q-chord and Omnichord of Joker Nies16, two instruments also modified and resold by circuit 

benders and instrument builders Folktek17. Both Circuitbenders.co.uk18 and Reed Ghazala have 

modified and sold many circuit bent instruments for the use of musicians and producers.  

16 http://www.klangbureau.de/Q-Chord/The_modified_Q-Chord.html

17 http://www.folktek.com/

18 Information and documentation of the available mods can be seen at Circuitbenders.co.uk This makes this website a 

great resource on the sound of circuit bent instruments.
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2.8 Are circuit bent instruments actually used in music? 

Known users of circuit bent instruments among famous musicians is Beck19, Björk, Radiohead, 

Flaming Lips20 (Fernandez & Iazetta, 2011, p. 19), The Chemical Brothers, R.E.M., Bloc Party21  

and Mike Patton (Faith No More, Fantômas etc)22. Reed Ghazala also lists up many famous artists 

he has buildt and bent instruments for, including Tom Waits and Peter Gabriel23. Unfortunately there

is no list of the use of these instruments on recordings. 

Even if it is possible to find examples as in the links in these footnotes of the use of circuit 

bent instuments in popular music, finding detailed information about the use of this instruments on 

recordings is not easy. Even finding musical recordings with bent instruments that are not 

demonstration videoes can be a difficult task.24  The question is; why is it so? Are circuit bent 

instruments filed under their original names in liner notes or mentioned as something generic as 

electronics or toys? One example of this is that there is no standard way of notating the use of 

circuit bent instruments on some of the worlds largest music databases like Discogs25  where it is 

not on the list of instruments, and Allmusic.com26 where artists are not credited by instrument, only 

as artists. Liner notes, booklets and metadata also tend to disappear in the process of making music 

available on most online music streaming services, so finding out who is playing what is 

unfortunately still a hard task in the modern information age.

An artist that is repeatedly mentioned on forums as a user of circuit bended instruments is 

Aphex Twin. Here there are also very few clear sources, but it is mentioned briefly in some 

interviews that he has modified some of his own instruments.27 There are also some instruments 

mentioned in the equipment list of the release Syro (Warp, 2014) that probabably refers to circuit 

19 Beck – No Complaint, probably a Speak and Speill https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P5I6uMCLevA

20 http://getlofi.com/flaming-lips-using-a-circuit-bent-animal-farm-keyboard/

21 http://www.circuitbenders.co.uk/forum/index.php?topic=1305.0

22 Mike Patton on Circuit Bending https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e1kfQtMV-vY

23 http://www.anti-theory.com/bio/

24 Most of Reed Ghazalas extensive discography released on tapes are out of print, some of the CD releases are still 

available. Ghazala released over fifty cassettes in the 80's and 90's, mostly under the name Sound Theater. None of 

them are available but some of them might be rereleased on the future according to Ghazala. A discography is 

available here: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reed_Ghazala

25 https://www.discogs.com/help/creditslist

26 www.allmusic.com

27 Perfect Sounds Forever, Aphex Twin, Interview by Jason Gross (September 1997) 

http://www.furious.com/perfect/aphextwin.html
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bent instruments2829. There are also some artists performing on circuit bended instrumens only, but 

these artists such as the Modified Toy Orchestra30 or P. Sing Cho seldom have a broad appeal.

Various festivals have also promoted circuit bending with workshops and live performances,

but only one seems to have this as is main activity and profile. This is the Bent Festival that was 

held in 2006-2011 in New York, Los Angeles and Minneapolis. More recently the synthesizer 

manufacturer Moog has issued the Annual Moog Circuit Bending Challange,  a contest to make a 

good circuit bent instrument where the contributors must follow various rules such as how much the

entire project should cost to produce. 31 

2.9 Beyond bending 

Many, if not all experienced circuit benders often either develop, or have a parallell production of 

built-from-scratch, non-circuit bent instruments. This is the case with all of the forementioned 

circuit benders in this text. During the last years, some of these benders have started to produce kits 

so people can build their own instruments, or modules for modular synthesizers, taking ideas and 

experiences from circuit bending into these new instruments. One example of this is some of Gijs 

Gieskes32 instruments, such as the Analog Hard Disk33, a circuit bent hard disk that can be played as 

a synthesizer, and the Voice/rec-134, a voice recorder toy35 that is turned into a module for a eurorack

modular synthesizer. 

28 Roland TR606 / 666?, modded, Yamaha DX100, modded, Roland 101e, modded, EML 101. modded 

29 Minsker, E (2014) Aphex Twin's List of Gear Used on Syro Surfaces Extensive list of gear printed in album 

packaging 

http://pitchfork.com/news/56630-aphex-twins-list-of-gear-used-on-syro-surfaces/

30 http://www.modifiedtoyorchestra.com/

31 http://www.moogmusic.com/news/5th-annual-moog-circuit-bending-challenge

32 www.  Gieskes.nl

33 http://gieskes.nl/instruments/?file=analog-HD#p3

34 http://gieskes.nl/eurorack/?file=voice-rec-1

35 Talking fun KT-1101
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2.10 Hardware fever

During the last decade or so, using musical hardware both in studio and on stage has become if not 

increasingly popular then increasingly trendy, with electronic music producers using hardware as 

opposed to software and computers to make and perform music.36 This is happening at the same 

time as much of popular music production is becoming digitalized.37 This potential contradiction 

makes it hard to tell which way the trend is going, and what is the cause and what is the effect. 

Something that can be more safely stated is that many manufacturers of music technology are 

focusing on making new hardware, as opposed to software. This often results in re-issues or new 

versions of older instruments, and focuses on analog equipment, or digital models of analog 

equipment with hands on control that are easy to use.38 As seen at music equipment conventions as 

Namm,39 there has been notably increasing interest in hardware synthesizers and especially modular

synthesizers (Fantiatto, 2014).40

Is this happening because performers want to customize their own instruments? Then it 

could also apply to circuit bending, but to the contrary, looking at internet search statitistics circuit 

bending is less popular now than ten years ago, while modular synths have a quite continous 

popularity. While keeping in mind that that is not the best way to measure popularity,  and without 

having access to large data sets, it seems probable that modular synths are more popular now. If 

they weren't, big companies like Moog and Roland would probably not have started to make them 

again41. 

36 Caryl, K.(2013) What is [Live]? - The new generation of live techno, Attack magazine 

https://www.attackmagazine.com/features/long-read/what-is-live-new-generation-live-techno/

37 Rich, N (2015) Hit Charade, The Atlantic

http://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2015/10/hit-charade/403192/

38. Examples of this can be several new instruments such as the Korg Volca Series http://i.korg.com/volcaseries and 

The Yamaha Reface Series http://www.soundonsound.com/reviews/yamaha-reface-series

39 https://www.namm.org/

40 Warwick, O. (2016) https://www.xlr8r.com/features/2016/04/a-guide-to-modular-synthesis/

41 An example is the Roland System 500: http://www.roland.com/products/system-500_complete_set/
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(Figure 2. A comparison of search popularity from Google Trends of Circuit bending (Blue) and 

Modular Synth (Red) The value is just a percentage)

Online there has been talk of a modular synth craze, but so far it is still something for the specially 

interrested, while other hardware synths have been a part of mainstream music all along. My 

hypothesis is that this is happening since more musicians want hands on control or a customisable 

instrument that feels like their own. Arguments like this were presented in a film about modular 

synths called I dream of Wires (Fantinatto, 2014)42. As mentioned, music production and recording 

has been increasingly digitalized since the invention of MIDI and digital recording in the 1980's.43 

So the fact that musicians now want to use analog and modular instruments, which have a more 

hands on feeling to them, might be seen as a countercultural reaction to this digitalization. 

Following this logic, circuit bending and DIY44 electronics could also be a part of this trend, or 

counter-trend.

2.11 Circuit bending and the laptop as instrument

At the same time technology such as MIDI-controllers, sensors connected to computers and new 

software are making it easier to use a computer as a live instrument, and also to process audio in 

realtime. The laptop as an instrument is much more accepted and easier to use than ever.45 Has this 

made circuit bending obsolete? As we will see in describing the hands on imperative of the early 

hackers (Levy, 1984), there are always curious people that wants to know things work and who 

wants to make their own instruments. If they try to achieve this with a computer with programs such

42 A Trailer can be seen here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GCyiDaM3boc

43  As described in a film from 1988, The Open Door: Macintosh, Midi, and Music that can be seen online

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7sACo5QntGc

44 Do it yourself, will be covered in part 4.2.3 DIY (Do It Yourself)

45 Herndon, H.(2015) On Process, https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=4&v=6baj34lxF4g
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as MaxMSP, Puredata, Supercollider, or by circuit bending or DIY electronics isn't the most 

important question. Aesthetically and artistically this is more about the division between using 

something prefabricated, and making or modifying personalized tools for making music. Circuit 

bending, as well as the computer based methods described here are both doing the latter.     

2.12 The future of bending

What could be the future of circuit bending? One possibility is to take some of the methods 

described here, and use them on something purely digital, such as computer code. In Bergstrom and 

Lottos article Code Bending, they see how approaches from circuit bending can be applied to 

coding, by patching togehter different open sources pieces of code at hand to produce something 

new. They also relate this to live coding and programming languages, where creative coding can be 

done in realtime (Berstrom & Lotto, 2015, p. 26). Recent availability of small single board 

computers like Raspberry pie46 and Bela47, and microcontrollers such as Arduino48 and Axoloti49 

makes it easier to experiement with, and incorporate computers in musical projects. Due to their 

size, these computers are more suitable than desktops to be a part of a musical instrument, or be 

used in circuit bent instruments. 

Yet some of the fascination among circuit benders lies in the obsolete, lo-fi and retro, which 

means that there will probably still be an interest in using old techology in new ways. If the aim is 

to work with other systems than software on a desktop/laptop50, as it is with some musicians, adding

a computer might be seen as a step backwards, since it is making the workflow more tedious. 

Maybe the futere of circuit bending lies in even simpler designs, sometimes bypassing electronics 

completely?

One example of this is the Tapetronic project by Alexis Malbert51. This project is about 

modifying cassettes, and cassette tape players so that they can be used as musical instrumnets. This 

46 https://www.raspberrypi.org

47 http://www.synthtopia.com/content/2016/02/29/new-ultra-low-latency-interactive-audio-platform-bela/

48 https://www.arduino.cc/

49 http://www.axoloti.com/

50 This in not necessarily about wanting to return to analog equipment, but more a wish to find alternative workflows, 

where not too much time is spent editing.  

https://www.reddit.com/r/WeAreTheMusicMakers/comments/2k3u9f/how_do_you_make_electronic_music_wo_a_l

aptop/  http://www.theverge.com/2013/2/27/4035436/offline-music-making-and-how-i-fought-the-computer-to-stay-

connected

51 http://www.alexismalbert.com/tapetronic-all/
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is done by allowing the player to manually move the tape over the tape players head, and also play 

while the cassette players are open so the added controls on the cassettes can be used. The cassettes 

are modified in different ways so they can be used as musical instruments, some have the tape 

intact, but most of them have an electric motor added that either runs the tape or is picket up by the 

tape player to produce sound.52 Malbert does not use the word circuit bending himself in the texts 

about this project on his webpage. But the Tapetronic project is easily labeled circuit bending. First, 

the modifications of the tape players fits any definition of circuit bending. The cassettes themselves,

containing no electronic circuits, could they be considered circuit bent? They are at least hacked, or 

bent in a mechanical sense of the word, by inserting an electrical motor and a battery into the 

cassette.

(Figure 3. Alexis Malbert, Tapetronic)

Malbert is not alone in bending other devices than keyboards and toys. Norwegian visual artist and 

musician Christian Blandhoel have been modifying guitars, remaking them into instruments called 

feedbackers53. These are electric guitars that have various ways of feeding back the sound from the 

strings directly without an extarnal amplifier. The feedbackers have a small speaker and amp 

52 Some articles on Malbert can be read here: Smith, S. (2016)

http://makezine.com/2016/01/25/cassette-tapes-scratching-like-vinyl/

Jozuka, E (2016) http://motherboard.vice.com/read/how-to-scratch-tapes-not-vinyl

53 http://www.myfirstrecordlabel.com/ijinfeedbacker.htm
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mounted inside the body of the guitar created a feedback loop with the strings. Some of them also 

have all sorts of guitar pedals and additional controls mounted on the body of the guitar. Just as with

circuit bent keyboards, these feedbackers are made to make new sounds, and are often not easily 

controllable. The playability of the instrument and the music made with it is changed radically.

These are two possible future diections for circuit bending; the first one is implementing, or 

experimenting with new digital tools. The second one is by exploiting the possibilities of the 

mechanical and electromechanical, and making simple and often visual designs, like the two 

examples described here.  

2.13 Summary

In this chapter we have seen looked at predecessors to circuit bending such as the prepared piano 

and the cracklebox. Reed Ghazala, who first used the term is introduced, and we 

have presented some of his influential thoughts on the subject such as Threshold of invention, anti-

theory and clear illogic/fuzzy logic. We have also tried to find examples of the use of circuit bent 

instruments in popular music, and pondered if there is a connection between a recent interest in 

analog/modular-synths and circuit bending. In the end we have had a fast look upon where circuit 

bending could be heading in the future, from the more advanced code bending and computer based 

systems, to the simpler hardware hacking approach. 
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3  Aleatoric and generative music

This chapter is about aleatoric and generative music, this since the musical output of circuit bent 

instruments often can be categorized as such. First, the use of chance based processes in art and 

music will be given an introduction, then the terms aleatoric and generative will be related to 

circuit bending. We will have a look at John Cages chance music, and then serialism and process 

music, before presenting generative music and arts in general.

3.1 Chance in art and music 

Chance, seen as the use of factors not controlled by an artist, has probabably been a part of art from 

the beginning of art itself. An early mention of this is Suminagashi, a japanese art form from the 

Heian era (794-1185) where a drop of ink in water is captured on paper to produce an artwork.54 

Still in most art, chance is seen as something inevitable, that can and should be controlled or 

avoided, and not as an important part of the the creative process. An early example of chance in 

musical composition is the Musikalische wurfensipiel (In English musical dice game). This is a 

musical game used in western classical music in the eighteenth century where precomposed parts 

are being shuffled around according to the rules of the game. The combination of parts is then 

random, and the parts must be made so they will make a formally correct musical piece in every 

combination. (Cope, 2004, p. 4) This results in musical pieces that are truly algorithmic 

compositions and random in structure, but still consist of precomposed parts. this makes the 

finished piece sound quite similar other music from this era and tradition. Besides the often trivial 

musical output, this way of composing can be viewed as a predecessor to the serialism and 

algorithmic composition found in 19th century classical/contemporary music.   

Around the outbreak of the first world war, the Dada movement brought chance into the arts.

Attempting to break down common sense and the aesthetics of talent, artistic training and the 

beatiful, the dadaists encouraged use of objects and constellations that was stumbled upon, most 

famous maybe the readymades of Marcel Duchamps. Dada was a word that didn't mean anything 

but was supposedly found by chance in a dictionary.55 In the context of circuit bending the Dada 

movement can be seen as a background, both in the introduction of chance as part of the artistic 

54 This is also mentioned by Reed Ghazala  (Ghazala, 2005, p. 15)

55 Willette J. (2011) Dada and chance. Art History Unstuffed. http://www.arthistoryunstuffed.com/dada-and-chance/
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process, and also in the importance of readymades and found objects as art, here seen as musical 

instruments that could be circuit bent. An early example of a musical piece written by chance, is the 

Erratum musical made by Duchamp and his two musician sisters Yvonne and Magdeleine 

Duchamp. The piece is made by pulling out different notes from a hat.56 This piece must probably 

have been to some inspiration to John Cage, a friend and admirer of Duchamps. 

3.2 The aleatoric instuments of circuit bending

When instuments such as musical keyboards or playable toys are circuit bent, the ways of playing 

them can change radically and the player can loose control over the musical process. Some circuit 

bent instuments can hence be called aleatoric, which means that they output seemingly random 

music, leaving the performer to influence the chance processes without directly playing the notes 

that make up the musical output. This affects the musical work since the performer no longer has 

the role of composing the actual notes. The player is affecting the instrument, but the musical work 

is being made togehter by the instrument and player. In this process the player can no longer control

the instrument, but only influence it. 

There are techniques and ways to learn to play these instruments, but they are often radically

different from playing the instrument before it was modified. Reed Ghazala says on this matter that 

this is a “Control non control balance that can take some getting used to” (Ghazala, 1996, p. 59)

I will get back to how this way of playing often resembles a game or a labyrinth more than playing 

an instrument, when describing playing the circuit bent Casio SK-1 in chapter 6. The importance 

here is that if you view the musical output as a work of art, this work is forced to be different than 

what is intended by the player. This points at describing the music made by circuit bent instrumens 

as generetive art, or generetive music.

3.3 The art of Noise

Another early aesthetic branch that can be seen as important for circuit bending is fururist music as 

described in the manifesto Art of Noise by Luigi Russolo. This because it is encouraging new 

sounds not before seen as musical. It encourages the use of noise, and sounds from other sources 

than musical instruments. Russolo argues that the modern listener is tired of the sounds from 

traditional  musical instruments and that the sounds of the urban life, that of vehicles, machines and 

crowds should be used in music. Russolo also encouragedes manipulation and composition with 

56  Chen Y. (1999), Erratum Musical http://www.toutfait.com/issues/issue_1/Music/erratum.html
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these new sounds, and it is easy to read this as an early version of an aesthetic later developed 

further by the musique concrète of Pierrre Schaeffer, Halim El-Dabh and others. Even if most 

composers of both musique concrète and other electronic music did not subscribe to the 

romanticism of war and violence preached by the futurists, Russolos description in his conclusions 

of how to make the music-to-come fits well with everything from musique concrète to modern 

electronic music.

We must replace the limited variety of timbres of orchestral instruments by the infinite 

variety of timbres of noises obtained through special mechanisms. (Russolo, 1913, p. 12)

Thus it also makes an outline of an aesthetic where experimentation with all sound, not only the   

sounds of musical instruments are seen as the building blocks of music. Read this way Russolos text

can be seen as an manifesto allowing practices such as circuit bending, since it helps seek these new

noises to make music. Although Russolo is making a framework for music made of sounds and 

noise, chance and generative music is not mentioned in this manifesto, but since it leads up to the 

theories of John Cage quite directly, it is placed in this chapter. 

3.4 John Cage and the future of music 

Cage, who also experimented with electronic instruments and tape manipulation shared, or helped 

develop some philosophical ideas that are central to many circuit benders. First, the intruduction of 

chance processes into compositions; Cage used the chinese book of wisdom “I Ching“ to generate 

values that were translated into sheet music for many of his pieces, one example is the notoriously 

unplayable Music of changes (1951), where the placement of every single note was placed using 

this method. For Circuit benders, the implementation of chance is made both in the process of trying

out random connections on a circuit board, but also if and when the resulting finished instrument 

generates music by itself. This places Cage as a predecessor to circuit bending and DIY electronics 

in using chance in musical practices.   

Cage also helped pave the way for music made of all sounds, not only the intended ones 

made by musical instruments in his text The Future of Music: Credo (Cage, 1937). This text is 

formulated as a manifesto, and both the composition57 and the text itself resembles Russolos The 

57 Cage is altering between capital letter statements and normally describtive parts, If you read only the capital letters 

the text has an even stronger feeling of being a manifesto as we've seen set forward by par example the futurists and 

dadaist. Russolo is also altering between prose-like parts and statements set in bold letters in Art of Noise. 
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Art of Noise (Russolo, 1913). It is very interesting to read these texts related to each other and 

compare them. Just as Russolo does, Cage encourages the use of noise in music, and also makes 

predictions about music made solely with only electrical instruments in the future. With these 

instruments the Entire field of sound (Cage, 1937) will be available for composers. Cages 

predictions about the rise of a pure electronic music, the possibility to compose music on machines 

without performers, and that the music of the future will be based on percussion, can be read as a 

striking vision of both academic electronic and electroacoustic music, and electronic dance music 

such as house and techno with all their myriad sub genres, which also fits this description. Cage 

also encouraged the establishment of musical centres to develop the music he describes and it's 

instruments. With the later founding of STEIM (Amsterdam), GRM (Paris), IRCAM (Paris) and 

WDR (Cologne) this seems like good predictions, at least for a text in the form of a manifesto.

For our topic, Cages and Russolos texts open up a space, and lay the foundation for an 

aesthetic where unintended, noisy and unknown sounds are considered welcome into music. This is 

an important thought for the field now known as experimental music, a field of music where the 

outcome is not known to the composer or performer beforehand. Cages texts are formalizing the 

search for new sounds, mainly, but not only, of electronic origin. It is possible to view both The 

Future of Music: Credo, and The Art of Noise as manifestos for experimental music in general. And 

if all existing sounds are encouraged, so are sounds made by malfunctions and wrong connections. 

In this way these texts clearly places circuit bending and DIY electronics inside the field of music.   

3.5 Serialism and process music

While trying to outline an aesthetic framework for circuit bending, the serialism of classical music 

should be mentioned, but could not be covered in depth here. This because serialism is an early 

example of generative composition, where the composer sets up a system of rules that are carried 

out to produce a composition, or a part of a composition which is then finished by the composer. 

The rules of composition are centered around a series of values that are used for purposes 

throughout the composition, such as determining the pitch of notes (Griffiths, 2011). If we simplify 

this we can say that serialist music is always generative to some extent, but generative music can 

not necessarily be considered serialist. Due to the the strict rules of some of the serialist 

composition methods, it narrows down what can be included in this term. An example of this is 

Arnold Schoenberg's twelve tone technique, where all twelve tones must be used before they can be

used again, hence shutting out traditional tonality with minor and major scales. Another example is 
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the integral or total serialism championed by composers Milton Babbit and Pierre Boulez, where 

series of values define not only the pitch, but also the length, loudness and other aspects of the notes

in a composition. An example of this is Pierre Boulez Structure I (recorded 1965). Here serialist 

music approaches both generative music and chance compositions as Music of changes (1951) by 

John Cage. The important difference is that in serialist pieces, the series of values are re-used, 

transposed or mirrored, while in chance composition every note could be the result of a chance 

operation. In music made with circuit bent instruments, an example of an equivalent situation could 

be when an instrument is bent so that a part of the circuit that is supposed to count or trigger drums 

is connected to something that produces notes, causing the instrument to produce a series of notes in

a quasi-serialistic manner. While this output in no way can be considered correctly composed 

serialist music, the music produced may resemble some late serialism or chance composition.    

Composer Steve Reich objects to both Cage and the serialists methods since he claims that 

the process of the composition is hidden for the listener. In Music as a gradual process (Reich, 

1968), he launches a term calles process music. Here the musical piece is an audible process, not an 

abstract process of composition. Again, this is about the composer setting a system in motion to 

produce a composition, but here the process itself should be perceivable. An example of this could 

be found in some of his own pieces like like Piano Phase,58 where two pianos are playing the same 

melody but in a slightly different tempo causing the melodies to phase out and make complex 

patterns.. An interesting observation is that this process music also often can be encountered by 

accident with circuit bent instruments.59 If an instrument is bent so that the samples loops in 

different lengths such as with the Casio SK-1, the musical output will easily resemble Process 

music. 

58 Written in 1967, recorded on the collection Early Works on Electra Nonesuch. (Reich, 1987)

59 And it is also very easily encountered with loopbased audio machinery and software with loops of different lenghts 

etc. 
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3.6 Generative art and generative music 

Generative art is an aesthetical branch that should be mentioned in the context of circuit bending. A 

common definition of what this is, is given by Philip Galanter in the article What is Generative Art?

Complexity Theory as a Context for Art Theory (Galanter, 2013 p. 3):

Generative art refers to any art practice where the artist uses a system, such

as a set of natural language rules, a computer program, a machine, or other

procedural invention, which is set into motion with some degree of autonomy

contributing to or resulting in a completed work of art.

Galanter used to joke with his students that it was easy to tell if something was generative art by 

asking these two questions: Is it art? and Is it generative? Here one difficult question is substituted 

by two, the last question thoroughly answered in the article (Galanter, 2013). One of the most 

important aspects of generative art is that simple systems can produce complex results. 

The German artist Gustav Metzger launched the terms auto-creative art and auto-destructive 

art in his 1959 manifesto60. This is art that creates and destroys itself from some starting point. In his

First Public Demonstration of Auto-Destructive Art61 He stretched a white sheet of nylon and 

sprayed it with acid causing it to dissolve slowly6263. One of his most known works is Liquid 

Crystal Environment (1965/1998) where crystals are used to reflect light to make everchanging 

patterns. I see this as a parallell in the visual arts to the two aspects of circuit bending, first: auto-

destructive art as a parable to Reed Ghazalas living instruments (Ghazala, 2005), instruments that 

inevitably destroys themselves. Second, generative art is at play as a description of what is going on

when an circuit bent instrument becomes what Ghazala calles and Aleatron, an instrument that 

playes by itself and makes new music. The music produced can be classified as generative art, and 

also the instrument that produces it, since it is a system set in motion that generates new artworks.  

60 http://radicalart.info/destruction/metzger.html

61 Metzger, G (1959) Auto-Destructive Art http://radicalart.info/destruction/metzger.html

62 Footage can be seen here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9nzzLdiI9eg

63 Watling, L (2012) Recreation of First Public Demonstration of Auto-Destructive Art

 http://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/metzger-recreation-of-first-public-demonstration-of-auto-destructive-art-

t12156/text-summary 
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3.7 Brian Eno on generative music

A musician and theorist that has both written about and composed generative music is Brian Eno. In

his talk Generative Music64 he explains how very simple rules and little material could produce 

complex and interesting music. He uses the examples Steve Reich It's gonna rain (1965), Terry 

Riley In C (1964) and his own Music for airports (1978) as examples of this. He presents a view of 

the composer as someone who sets a system in motion and can sit back and listen to the results as 

they unfold. Using long tapeloops and delays to make out of sync repetetive elements in some of his

works such as Music for airports, he also saw possibilities in using computers to generate music in 

a similar manner. After moving to San Francisco, he saw Game of life showed on a computer. This 

is a program developed by British mathematician John Conway. It has simple rules for cells to 

develope complex patterns in a grid over time (Gardner, 1970). This program had previously 

obsessed hackers such as Bill Gosper in the seventies (Levy, 1984, p. 120). In this program Eno saw

the possibilities for computers to generate music. Later he started using a system called Koan by 

developers Sseyo65 and used this to release a floppy disc called Generative Music I, a release that 

would generate new versions of it's works every time it was played.66 In his speech, Eno talks of 

Generative music as opposed to Classical music in a wider sense. According to Eno, what 

characterizes generative music is that it will never sound the same twice, while classical music will 

sound the same at every playback. He also sees generative music as unpredictable, and classical 

music as predictable, generative music as unfinished and classical music as finished. Eno is making 

precautions that this is a simplification and that music exists that doesn't fit into this scheme. One 

can also argue that music generated according to strict rules will always play back identically, and 

that all music will have slight variations that makes every playback. We must assume that Eno is 

talking of more complicated systems that uses pseudo-randomsness, or has some unpredictability 

programmed in it, such as Koan when he describes generative music. Even if such a system is 

programmed to carry out well defined operations, the output can be unpredictable due to 

mathematical problems such as Alan Turings Halting Problem, which makes it impossible to know 

in advance if such a process will halt or not (Turing, 1937).

64 Eno, B (1996) Generative Music "Evolving metaphors, in my opinion, is what artists do." A talk delivered in San 

Francisco, June 8, 1996 http://www.inmotionmagazine.com/eno1.html

65 http://www.medienkunstnetz.de/works/koan/ Koan was later developed as Noatikl and in 2016 it is available on 

many platforms here: http://www.intermorphic.com/noatikl/

66 Recorded versions of this can be heard online: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ccjhAGJxL-w&list=PL6mJS-_ZqwRQ3F4_nhAHl_V_SmVXL0sH
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3.8 Aleatoric versus generative music

In the article Aleatory in Groove Music Online, Paul Griffiths is separating Aleatoric music into 

three categories (Griffiths, 2001). First, to use random methods to produce a fixed notation, second 

music that has a mobile form, or gives the performer or audience the freedom to make decisions on 

how to perform it. Examples of this can be written parts that can change place in a performance. 

Third and last we have graphic notation, or other methods where the composer makes a withdrawal 

of control, such as by using notation with other symbols than in traditional sheet music. It is clear 

here that Griffiths article is about western classical music, and doesn't say much about electronic 

music. I would argue that generative music such as described by Eno, or as heard from Reed 

Ghazalas aleatrons, could either fit in the third category, or they would require a forth one simply 

labeled Generative music. This forth category should cover aleatoric what doesn't fit in any of the 

other three categories. I would also say there is an important difference between works that fit into 

Griffiths first category such as John Cage Music of changes (1951), and Brian Eno Generetive 

music I (1996) since the first one would always sound the same, while the latter one will never 

sound the same.67 

3.9 Aleatory and Indeterminancy

What is the difference between aleatory, and chance music/indeterminacy, and where can we place 

circuit bending on this map? These three terms are quite alike, but still have some slight differences.

It seems like aleatory is an umbrella that more or less covers the other terms, but in some definitions

it also seems most concerned with western classical music based on notation (Griffiths, 2011). It 

also seems to be mostly used about music where the chance prosesses are done beforehand, 

producing a finished piece, or pieces of music that can be shuffled and played in different orders. 

This exception from this is the use of grafic notation that can be interpreted different every time. 

As with Eno's definition of generative music, a piece of chance music, or music with 

indeterminancy will never be the same when played twice. There will be some chance processes 

that can give different results every time the music is performed. These chance processes can be 

carried out either by a performer or a machine. John Cage uses Morton Feldman Intersection 3 (Cox

and Warner, 2004 p. 179) as an example. This piece has an alternative notation that gives 

approximate time units and ptich levels. This piece will never be exactly the same when performed, 

67 Speaking of the placement of the played notes, and with Eno's work played back with the Koan player, not played 

back from a recording of it. 
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and therefore it has indeterminancy according to Cage (Cox and Warner, 2004 p. 179). The same 

can be said about some of the music produced by circuit bent instruments, it will never be the same 

twice, and that is maybe what fascinates some circuit benders. Perhaps there is no clear boundary 

between chance music and traditional music as the music played back will always depend to some 

degree of subtle deviations or imperfections of the artist and the instrument. Chance music, 

generative music and music played on bent instruments does however exploit and take advantage of

these deviations and variations. 

3.10 New Instruments and musical systems

The 20th centurys also brought new musical instruments producing notes not played by a musician. 

Various electronic instruments and devices as synths, sequencers, loopers, effects, sound generators 

and computers, can either capture and transform what a musician plays, or let's the musician make 

music with buttons and knobs. Some devices can also produce an algorithmically generated musical

output from rules and parameters set by the performer/composer.68 These devices, such as the 

Triadex Muse (Kirn, 2014) lets the performer set parameters to produce new patterns and melodies. 

These instruments are also musical systems, with their own internal rules and logic. 

Most of them are digital instruments, but some older ones, such as some sequencers and modular 

systems can be classified as analog electronic (Thelle, 2010 p.56). What they have in common is an 

indirect action between the player and the instrument. Because of this indirect output, they are 

capable of generating unexpected musical output, especially if operated by an inexperienced 

performer. As an example of this, we can use the sequencer of the Roland TB-30369, which can be 

difficult to use to program a precomposed musical sequence, but often produce playful patterns 

when experimented with. These musical systems can be learned and mastered, but when a 

performer reaches a level of knowledge of the musical system, this knowledge can in turn prevent 

the performer from producing unexpexted results. Sometimes this can lead performers to 

continuosly seek new tools and systems to explore. 

Even if these instruments exits, the norm for music creation is that there is a composer who 

composes a sequence of notes and a musical arrangement that is performed, though improvised and 

tradional music differs from this form. In popular music and electronic music this person could be 

called a songwriter or producer rather than a composer. The music could also be programmed to be 

68 Kirn, P (2014) createdigitalmusic.com/2014/06/zillion-generative-step-sequencer-future-retro-loads-possibilities-

performance-tools

69 http://www.vintagesynth.com/roland/303.php
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performed by a machine or a computer, but this doesn't change the role of authorship of the musical 

work. The question is where and what the musical work is, if the composer or performer is losing 

control of the processes that lie behind the musical work. Is the work composed by the performer or

the instrument? Another question is to define when a composition can be said to be based on 

chance. As said there is probably some aspect of chance in every musical composition, especially 

those not composed note by note on a musical score, but made with the aid of music technology and

electronic instuments. In theory, it is possible to formulate the rules for how chance music is 

produced, such as for a circuit bended instrument playing by itself. Will this make this music 

deterministic by definition, since it is fully explainable by electronic theory? It is possible to argue 

that if the rules are too complex to grasp by the builder of the instrument, it could still be labeled 

chance music. To avoid the discussions about whether or not true chance is possible in our universe,

it might be more fruitful to see this as algorithmically produced music where the performer doesn't 

have full control over the process.  

3.11 Summary

In generative art and music, a process is set in motion by an artist, and then that system produces a 

new work of art, or materials refined by the artist or composer. In this chapter we have taken a look 

on the history of the willed uses of chance in music. The examples used here are the serialism as 

that of Arnold Schoenberg and Pierre Boulez, John Cages indeterminancy, the process music of 

Steve Reich and the generative computer music of Brian Eno. As an historic background to the 

introduction of all sounds as musical by John Cage, and the use of noise and sounds earlier heard as 

unmusical, we have also mention Russolo and futurist music. 

The reason to go through this, is to relate aleatoric and generative music to the instruments 

of circuit bending called aleatrons, instruments that generate music by themselves. Also, the often 

strange sounds made by circuit bent instruments can be heard as examples of Russolos inclusion of 

noise sounds, and Cages inclusion of all sounds in music. Many electronic musical instruments also 

works so that the performer is not playing every note like an acoustic instrument, but produce music

from parameters set by the performer. In addition to being instruments, this makes them into 

musical systems, with their own set of rules. These instruments, including circuit bent instruments,  

have the potential for producing music outside the musical imagination of the performer, and this 

can make them useful in creative processes such as composition.  
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4  Aesthetics 

This is a two part chapter. First we are going through some traditional aesthetical terms that can be

linked to circuit bending. Then related cultural phenomenons, such as hacking, maker culture, DIY 

and culture jamming are presented. This is done to make a theoretical framework to discuss circuit 

bending.

4.1 Circuit bending and aesthetic theory

Aesthetics as a branch of philosophy can be traced back to greek thinkers such as Plato and 

Aristotle and their concerns about how art could achieve beauty through formal rules. The word 

comes from greek aisthetikos meaning what is perceivable by the senses (Kul-Want, 2010), The old 

greek philosophers didn't use this word in their theories about art, as this thinking wasn't defined 

separately but was a part of their philosophy. A more modern definition of Aesthetics originates 

from Alexander Gottlieb Baumgarten, who used the word in Aesthetica (1750) as a theory on the 

free arts, and of thoughts on beauty. Baumgarten also broadened the word into meaning the science 

concerning the whole field of sensory experience.70 This definition of the word was important for 

Immanuel Kant who uses it not only about art, but for everything that can be considered beautiful 

(Kant, 1914) 

The Aesthetics of music concerns how music is percieved, and can also be understood more 

broadly as a philosophy of music.71 One topic that could be interesting to relate to in this text, is the 

ontology of music, and also the musical work. This discussion concerns what could be classified as 

music and what can't, and raises questions like if there is a difference between music and other 

sounds, if a musical work exists, what the musical work is, where it is and if there is a difference 

between musical works and their performances (Bazemore, 2016).72 In western classical music the 

composer has been the person who puts the music together and creates the musical work. The 20th 

centurys contemporary music introduced various methods for the composer to define the musical 

70 Alexander Gottlieb Baumgarten in Encyclopædia Britannica Online.  

http://www.britannica.com/biography/Alexander-Gottlieb-Baumgarten

71 Bazemore M. The Aesthetics of Classical Music, Internet Encypedia of Philosophy 

http://www.iep.utm.edu/aest-c-l/#SH1d

72 Even If we operate with a wide definition of music as we do in this text, the questions about the musical work still 

remains
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work without writing the actual notes on a score while composers and theoreticians like John Cage, 

Cornelius Cardew, Morton Feldman and others introduced graphic scores and alternative music-

notation. 

4.1.1 Détournement

While searching for equivalents to circuit bending in the fine arts I encountered the theories 

of danish painter Asger Jorn, In his text Détourned Painting he is describing a process of taking old 

art and re-using it in a process he calles Détournement. This means that old art can be sacrificed and

devalorized to make new art. The text was accompanying an exhibition he held in 1959 that he 

presented as Painting sacrificed (Jorn, 1959).

This theory is relatable to circuit bending if and only if we allow musical instruments to be 

seen as works of art. As Jorn states ALL WORKS of art are objects and should be treated as such, 

but these objects are not ends in themselves (Jorn, 1959). If we transfer this to viewing a musical 

instrument as work of art we can see an instrument bought or found as a starting point for further 

exploration. It is possible then to sacrifice the instrument and detoure it to make a new piece of art. 

However, if the musical composition is viewed as art and not the instrument, Jorns Détournement 

would rather describe something more like making a remix, or a rework of composition.

4.1.2 The sublime

In an article written in 1757, Edmund Burke defines the Sublime, a term also used by Immanuel 

Kant. According to Burke, what makes us think about fear, danger and pain calles upon the 

strongest feeling the mind can feel and is a source to the sublime (Burke, 1757). The fearful 

encountered at safe distance in the arts call upon the sublime and scares and fascinates the mind at 

the same time. This interest in the dark and scary, and also what is bigger than us, such as nature, 

was important in the romantic era of the late 17th and early 18th century. The sublime is also very 

useful to describe why people find pleasure in dark or frightening art, be it music, film or litterature.

On sound and noise, Burke says that overwhelming noise is enough to fill the soul with fear, and 

that the noises of nature, such as thunder can call upon the feeling of the sublime. 

Related to our subject I would say that the sublime is at work when encountering the often  
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unsettling sounds of Reed Ghazalas bent speak and spell machines.73 Also, when encountering 

sounds similar to synthesized speech on other circuit bent keyboards, like the Casio SK-1, the effect

of these voices that resembles singing can be both enjoyable and frightening for the listener 

(Ghazala, 1997, p. 162). The feeling of finding these “voices“ by chance while searching for 

connections, can be similar to that of hearing something like EVP (Electronic Voice Phenomenon)74.

Clearly there is no paranormal activity in circuit bending, but these voicelike sounds can give a 

feeling of being spoken to. The fascination for these sounds can be explained by using the term 

sublime. 

4.1.3 Bricolage 

An interesting figure related to DIY practice is the Bricoleur, this is the name for someone that 

makes a Bricolage (Berstrom & Lotto, 2015, p. 26). These terms are borrowed from Claude Lévi-

Strauss (Lévi-Strauss, 1968). To describe what a bricoleur is, a citation used by both McLean and 

Wiggins (2013) and (Berstrom & Lotto, 2015, p. 26) is explanatory because it links the bricoleur to 

programming75.

The bricoleur resembles the painter who stands back between brush strokes, looks at the 

canvas, and only after this contemplation, decides what to do next. For planners, mistakes

are missteps; for bricoleurs they are the essence of a navigation by mid-course corrections. 

For planners, a program is an instrument for premeditated control; bricoleurs have goals, 

but set out to realize them in the spirit of a collaborative venture with the machine. For 

planners, getting a program to work is like “saying one’s piece”; for bricoleurs it is 

more like a conversation than a monologue (Turkle and Papert, 1990)

Bricolage is a loanword from french comes from bricoler, that means to tinker or to “putter 

about”.76 According to Lévi-Strauss, the bricoleur solves a problem, or makes art with what is at 

hand at the particular time. Turkle and Papert talks of bricoleurs in contrast to planners, echoing the 

historical distinction between hackers and planners (Levy, 1984), where the planners are the ones 

73 Sound examples from Ghazala can be found here: http://www.anti-theory.com/bentsound/

74 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronic_voice_phenomenon

75 Code bending to be exact, in this brilliant article about re purposing open source software by applying techniques 

inspired by circuit bending to programming. 

76 http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/bricolage
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carriying out actions in a theoretically correct way, while the hackers modify software, often by 

moving step by step. Bricolage pretty much describes the process and attitude of circuit bending, 

going from the bottom up, with the materials at hand to create something, in a process of trial and 

error, while patching and testing along the way.   

4.1.4 Relational Aesthetics 

It is also possible to view circuit bending and DIY as relational aesthetics. Especially when people 

get toghether such as in a hacker space to do projects, it is tempting to evoke the theories of french 

philosopher Jacques Rancière and Nicolas Bourriaud. 

Jaques Ranciere had the view that after the modernist period art had two main ways forward,

the sublime and the relational. If we see the sublime as something big, we can see the relational as 

something small, causing small shifts in what Ranciere calls the distribution of the sensible and 

making a situation as an artwork for people to experience. Nicolas Borriaud coined the term in his 

book with the same name from 1998 and gives it a definition:77

A set of artistic practices which take as their theoretical and practical point of departure the 

whole of human relations and their social context, rather than an independent and private 

space (Bourriaud, 1998). 

Bourriauds relational aesthetics puts the social in the centre of art, art is no longer necessarily an 

object such as a painting, but can be an environment created by the artists that the audience can 

move in and interact with. Circuit bending workshops or hacker spaces are places where people get 

toghether to have an experience not very far from some examples of relational aesthetical artworks. 

An artist often referred when explaining relational aesthetics is Rikrit Tiravanija, an artist 

who often uses social settings in his art. In his 1992 solo show at New Yorks 303 gallery he cooked 

thai food for the visitor from a kitchen set up in the gallery. The food and the social context is the 

art, but not in the gourmet sense, Tiravanija is more interested in the interaction of people than the 

taste of the food itself. In an often stiff gallery setting this can be a disarming and charming 

approach to art. 

Other examples range from grandiose installations such as Olafur Eliassons weather project 

that in 2003 exhibited an artificial sun in Tate modern in London78,  former KLF member Bill 

77 Chayka, K (2011) WTF is… Relational Aesthetics? http://hyperallergic.com/18426/wtf-is-relational-aesthetics/

78 http://www.tate.org.uk/whats-on/tate-modern/exhibition/unilever-series-olafur-eliasson-weather-project
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Drummond polishing shoes.79 or Norwegian Geir Backe Altern building a hut with, or for an 

audience.80 

Talking of relational aesthetics and circuit bending we can imagine a workshop as described 

later in this text. The work of art produced is not finished musical works presented on stage at a 

later time, but rather the collective experimentation carried out at the workshop. If lead by a person, 

this person will be the artist or curator.  

With relational aesthetics we can see the workshop in it's entirety as a work of art. this is in 

contrast to mimetic art, such as figurative painting where an artist makes a representation of an item

in a private space and shows it to the audience at a gallery after it is completed. In relational 

aesthetics, a social process can be a part of the artwork, and this makes it applicable to events such 

as workshops. The topic is still controversial since it has the capability to make “everything“ into 

art, and as seen in commentary fields such as one of the articles referred to here81 it still has the 

power to upset people. A common critique is that it is a suitable artform for a celebrity to pull off 

some happening as art without it necessarily having a deeper meaning. This critique will not affect 

the view of seeing a workshop as an artwork. If we accept the artworks of relational aesthetics in 

the first place, it would rather govern whether it is seen as good or bad art.   

4.1.5 Phenomenology

In the article and video Crafting Malfunction: Rhetoric and Circuit-Bending. Steven Hammer and 

Aimée Knight discuss how to take the rhetoric and attitude of circuit bending into other areas, such 

as teaching and discussing (Hammer and Knight, 2015). They also list some artistic practices that 

pursue malfunctions and conicidences and relate them to the practice of circuit bending: 

After all, there is a long history of such practices (Oulipo, Zaum, Dada, Fluxus, Futurism, 

Glitch, Dirty New Media, etc…), (Hammer and Knight, 2015)

In circuit bending they see what they call Aesthetics of irregularity, and seek to find how this can be

transferred to other fields for reasons like eliminating the fear of doing or saying something 

“wrong”. In the video of the same name one of the findings they do make is that in a performance 

with a circuit bent instrument the intension of the author or performer is weakened. There is rather a

79 https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2014/mar/14/bill-drummond-25-paintings-world-tour-review

80 http://www.sekunst.no/sites/s/sekunst.no/files/88b43f8e791172161e9dc8ae16fdae51.pdf

81 http://hyperallergic.com/18426/wtf-is-relational-aesthetics/
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network of relations where everything contributes to the final output: the intstrument, the wires and 

swithches and the performer, they find that the borders between performer and instrument is no 

longer distinct. (Hammer and Knight, 2015). In the article they are seeing the possibilities of taking 

the attitude of circuit bending into other fields. 

 

we embraced circuit-bending’s indeterminate aesthetics of malfunction, where there are no 

rules to creation, no strict canon to invention. What is created is largely unknown—crafted 

wholly by sense and intuition. (Hammer and Knight, 2015)

In a video by Hammer and Knight, they relate this to transhumanism and network theory, but this 

also reminds me of the  phenomenology as presented by philosophers Merleau-Ponty and Edmund 

Husserl, an aesthetical branch where consciousness is studied from the first person point of view.82 

While phenomenology is a too vast and complex field to present in any depth here, there are some 

moments that should be mentioned83. Phenomenology can be seen as a study of the essence of 

perception (Merleau-Ponty, 1962). According to Merleau-Ponty the world is “already there“ before 

we start to sense it. In Phenomenology, at least in Merleau-Ponty's versions is occupied with 

physiology and psychologys problems with following what can be sensed. Very briefly explained it 

puts the spectator back into the world, and thus tears down the borders between the spectator and 

the object of art. If we see the musician as the spectator and the instrument as the object, 

phenomenology can help us understand the interaction between them. 

4.1.6 Embodied music cognition

In systematic musicology, the inclusion of the human body in the studiy of musical activities is 

called Embodied music cognition. This can be seen in contrast to the classical disembodied music 

approach where the human body is not taken into account. Embodiment takes what happens with the

body into account when researching music and the mind. Marc Leman discusses the gap between 

how recorded music is stored as encoded physical energy, and how people experience it. There is a 

long way from stored data to human beliefs, intentions and interpretations. According to Leman, the

bridging this of gap from the sound energy of matter, to the musical experience of the mind goes via

seeing the body as a biological mediator, that helps transform this from energy to a mental level. In 

82 Smith, David Woodruff, "Phenomenology", The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Winter 2013 Edition), 

Edward N. Zalta (ed.), URL = <http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/win2013/entries/phenomenology/>.

83 An introduction to phenomenology can be read here: http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/phenomenology/
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the reversal of the process, mental representations are made into energy. This two way process of 

body movements can be used to research many musical activities, such as playing instruments and 

dancing to music. 

But what happens if we see circuit bending in the light of Lemans embodied music 

cognition? When searching for connection points and bends, this two way mediation process is 

active. At this trial and error stage of bending this is an excellent way of thinking of going back and 

forth from the circuit board and the decisions made by the bender. This would also fit well with 

Lemans view of music as a multimodal experience, since all senses are active in the process. 

But when playing a bent instrument, this link between mind and matter can feel broken, 

actions and gestures can lead to completely other sounds or reactions than what is expected. As 

Leman points out, the freedom of mapping electronic instruments, such as in specially designed 

devices and controllers that produce sound, can disturb the sense of contact between the performer 

and the instrument (Leman, 2007 p. 165). With circuit bent instruments there will be some already 

present mapping between the gestures of the player and the produced sounds, that are there before 

the keyboard is bent. Examples of this could be that most keyboard instruments are equipped with a 

musical keyboard with a well tempered scale like that of a piano with 12 tone equal temperament. 

When an instrument is bent, all sorts new mappings can appear, such as the keyboard split points 

described by Reed Ghazala (Ghazala, 1996 p. 57). 

A keyboard player will have to go through a process of unlearning, and relearning to play 

these instruments with the new mappings between gesture and sounds84. So bent instrumennts can 

be seen as a move in the opposite direction than an electronic instrument that has a fine gesture 

control. The possiblity is also there to add body contacts and sensors to bent instruments, but 

without having control of the mappings these may also add to the feeling of detachment. 

The new mappings appearing when an instrument is bent can cause a confusing musical output in 

reaction to gesture, but they are also capable of producing output not intended or imagined by the 

performer.  

4.1.7 Mimesis

One interesting thing about circuit bending instruments, like keyboards that have sounds that are 

meant to imitate other instruments, is that  it creates problems with the concept of mimesis. 

Mimesis, originally a word from old greek philosophers like Plato and Aristotles is the idea that art 

84 This could off course also be the case with playing other oddly mapped electronic instruments. 
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can imitate something in the real world.85 Most of the keyboards used for circuit bending contain 

samples of other instruments, so that they in a sense imitate these instruments, for example a piano 

or an organ. When the timbre of these instruments is changed, often radically, by circuit bending we

suddenty break the link between the sound and what it is supposed to imitate. The sound could still 

be  recognizable, but it is now something different from what it was meant to imitate. In this way 

the sounds could be seen as what Jean Baudrillard calles simulacra, a copy with no original. This is 

not the same mimetic theory as the one presented by Leman (2007 p. 128) that implies that music is 

imitating something in real life, such as a human character86 and links it to musical expression. This 

is about sounds imitating other sounds, and not musical expression. Initially, the church organ was 

made to imitate an orchestra, the electronic organ was made to imitate a church organ, and some 

synthesizers and keyboards are made to imitate an electronic organ. This is an act of mimesis, and 

when the sound is distorted by circuit bending, the mimetic link is also distorted or broken. 

4.1.8 Acousmatic listening

The broken link describes a situation similar to what Pierre Shaeffer dubbed Acousmatic listening. 

Inspired by Pythagoras, who lectured for his pupils hiding behind a veil, Schaeffer though of 

listening to something reproduced by a speaker, as hiding the sound source from the listener 

(Demers, 2010, p.26). The “veil” of the speaker is hiding the object producing the sound, and the 

result is that the sound can be heard as a sound object, free from it's physical origin. If sounds are 

treated such as with Schaeffers etching of locked loops into vinyl, or in our case with circuit 

bending, the sound is moved further away from it's origin, but according to Schaeffer we could 

listen to these sounds and enjoy the new sounds and musicality. According to Schaeffer, it is the 

acousmatic reduced listening that makes it possible to listen to these “unmusical” sounds (Demers, 

2010, p.28) and to hear something new and interesting. The movement away from the origins of the 

sounds open up a new world of sound for the listener. Like synthesizers, Circuit bent instruments 

have no acoustic origin of the sound, making them suitable for producing sound for acousmatic 

listening, but if the sound of the sound of the pre-bent instrument is a sample of another instrument 

or voice, an ambiguety can emerge which makes it hard for the listener to decide if the sound has an

acoustic origin or not. 

85 This made trouble for Plato since he believed in a world of ideas, and he thought many works of art worthless since 

they were and imitiation of an imitiation. 

86 A view that has roots in old Greek philosophers as Aristotle. (Leman, 2007, p. 128)
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4.1.9 The aesthetics of resetting

In Mia Göran's PhD about John Cage she launches the term “Nullstillingestetikk“ which can be 

translated to something along the lines of “aesthetics of resetting“. In the serialism of Boulez and 

also cage she sees an attempt to “reset” the composition of music and to free it from the past of the 

narrative, mimetic and gestural way of composing (Göran, 2009) The serial organization of notes 

and timbres are “resetting“ the composer from traditional approaches to music and sound and 

forcing the music into new areas, thus making it an ideal tool for a modernist composer like Boulez.

Göran is relating this to the “grids“ referred to by art theorist Rosalind Krauss (Krauss, 

1979). The grid, such as the ones used by Boulez and Cage to compose by filling them with 

numbers either from a series as Boulez or randomly generated as by Cage, is not referring to our 

physical gestural world, the world of human bodies, dancing or playing instruments. It has it's own 

internal mathematical logic.(Göran, 2009). This can be used to move music or art away from the 

expected, and to shut of clichés and narratives. The composers role here is to meticulously craft a 

system and then sit back and watch the restructuring of the material unfold. This makes us able to 

see this type of composing as generative composition. As in the aforementioned Structure 1a by 

Boulez, the idea of using a grid is the one of trying break with history, at least at that time the 

method was a guarantee of not repeating musical the musical forms of the past. But this total 

serialism, like the one of Structure 1a could often border on the sterile and mechanically sounding 

(Göran, 2009). But this might also be because of the purism of the method of serialising or 

randomizing to many aspects of the music, or in the case of John Cage the acceptance of the 

unfolding events due to the belief in accepting the outcome of the process as it is and not rework it 

too much. As pointed our by Steve Reich, it can be hard for the listener to uncover the processes 

behind this music. This doesn't make it a unfruitful approach, and probably many serialist 

composers were also editing their generated pieces with or without admitting it.

For our topic Göran's “aesthetics of resetting“ applies when composing on or playing circuit 

bent instruments. When playing these instruments where the performer has limited control over the 

processes, the internal structure of the circuit bended instrument works as a “grid“, a system that 

makes it impossible to recreate something heard before or bound by musical conventions. Of course

circuit bended or glitch-sounds can themselves be made cliches, if they are used too much in music.

Culturally speaking any sound can be, but thinking of musical structures, what is sure about playing
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circuit bent instruments is that the probability of accidentally recreating some traditional music 

structure, be it a sonata or a modern EDM-production is very low. The output, at least with the 

instruments dubbed aleatoric will probably be somehting else, and this can be seen as the result of 

an “aesthetics of resetting“. 
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4.2 The cultural context of circuit bending 

In the second part of this chapter, the cultural context of circuit bending will be described by 

presenting some related culrural phenomena. Key terms such as hackers, makers, DIY and culture 

jamming will be given an explanation. This will be followed by presenting relatied artistic methods 

such as glitch and databending. 

4.2.1 Hackers

The term Hacker originates from the Tech Model Railroad Club (TMRC) at MIT in the 1950's. The 

word hack originaly meant collage-pranks carried out by students. Later the meaning of the word 

shifted into meaning something not done only to fulfil a constructive purpose, but an activity carried

out with the pleasure of involvement with technology. A hack, be it on the signals and power of the 

model railroad system of the club, or a computer, was a trick carried out with “Innovation, style and

techical virtousity” (Levy, 1984). Some members of the TMRC later on got access to computers at 

the MIT. In 1959 computers were very big and filled up several rooms and were restricted mainly to

scientific use. Anyhow some of the TMRC managed to get access and carried out various 

experiments and helped improve the software. These young students were called Hackers. This 

hacking and creative use of computers led to inventions such as what is viewed as the first 

computergame, Spacewar by Steve Russel (Levy, 1984, p. 42).

According to Steven Levy in his book Hackers Heroes of the Computer Revolution (Levy, 

1984) this group founded the so called Hacker ethic. This was a set of unwritten rules describing 

their thoughts on information and techology. The first statement is as follows: 

Access to computers—and anything which might teach you something about the way the 

world works—should be unlimited and total. Always yield to the Hands-On Imperative!  

(Levy, 1984)

The second, maybe the most influental statement is simply: All information should be free. This 

statement has been of great importance to the free software movement/open source community that 

was founded by Richard Stallman in the 1980's87 and also of the early Internet and later on 

crowdsourcing web pages as Wikipedian. 

87 Richard Stallman  https://www.stallman.org/biographies.html#serious
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Using the term Hacker to mean someone being unlawful and criminal originated later. Even 

if the hackers of the Tech Model Railroad Club used unorthodox methods to get access to 

computers, their aim was not to break into computers to do harm, but rather improve and develop 

the systems. Bruce Sterlings book The Hacker Crackdown (Sterling, 1992) tells a story of a group 

of young men being prosecuted for breaking into the phone system causing the AT&T national 

phone system to crash on January 15 1990. The arrests and confiscations that followed were done 

without evidence, and the crash was probably caused by some unrelated software error according to 

Sterling (Sterling, 1992, p. 15). Sterling proposes political reasons for hackers being criminalized, 

and blames the US mass medias use of the word hacker for how the use of the word have devoloped

into meaning someone breaking into computers or networks. There is still controversy on the use of 

the word.   

The link between hacking and circuit bending may seem obvious; circuit bending being a 

hack of a musical instrument or toy. Many circuit benders also tend to be influenced by the hacker 

ethic with Reed Ghazala and others freely sharing information on how to perform it. 

4.2.2 Makers

More generally it is possible to argue that in recent years, the fields of circuit bending and DIY 

electronics is taking a turn from hacking to building instruments. Books such as Nicolas Collins 

Handmade electronic Music (Collins, 2009), and online resources makes it much easier to realize 

these projects than before, and the possibilties of getting parts for these projects online also adds to 

this. One can also argue that parts of this field is being incorporated in what is increasingly known 

as Maker Culture, with the founding of Maker spaces or Hacker spaces, workshops where people 

come together and work on projects and where tools are made available. Periodicals such as Make 

Magazine88 and festivals where makers come together called Maker faires are advocating the hands 

on imperative we know from the original hackers and Do-it-yourself, allthough in a more organized 

manner. The possible appropriation of circuit bending into maker culture is probably turning the 

focus from hacking things to making things, but it is also giving circuit bending and DIY electronics

a more general umbrella under which it is made accessible to more people since it is presented as 

Maker culture. Circuit bending still remains an obscure subculture, but now it might have a home or

base under a more popular umbrella. 

88 www.makezine.com
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4.2.3 DIY (Do It Yourself)

In Circuit-Bending and the DIY Culture (Fernandez & Iazetta, 2011) Fernandez & Iazetta argues 

that circuit bending is an activity linked to the DIY scene, culturejamming and anti consumerism. 

Fernandez and Iazetta borrow a definition from Eric Paulos and Stacey Kuznetsov to define DIY as 

any creation, modification or repair of objects without the aid of paid professionals (...)

(Kuznetsov & Paulos, 2010)

They also make it clear that these “amateurs“ in the DIY-field are not amateurs because of a lack of 

skill, many of these projects are quite advanced, but because their activities are not motivatied by 

commercial purposes (Kuznetsov & Paulos, 2010). This is why they define DIY artists as being 

“Expert Amateurs“. In Fernandez and Iazettas article the they follow the development of DIY 

through history with examples such as model building, photography, home made hi-fi and the 

assembly of electronic kits. They see these activities as a reaction in contrast to a consumerist 

society where finished products are bought in a store (Fernandez & Iazetta, 2011 p. 5). They also 

refer to Kuznetsov & Paulos charts where they asked DIY-ers from websites of the motivation for 

doing their projects and a majority have an emphasis on expressing themselves, learning new skills 

and create things they cannot buy.89  

Fernandez and Iazetta are relating DIY-culture to the theories of french economist and social

theorist Jacques Attali and his division of history into four ages: Sacrifice, Representation, 

Repetition and Composition (Fernandez & Iazetta, 2011 p. 8). Very briefly explained: Sacrifice 

represents religion and mythology, Representation represents rationalisation and the enlightenment, 

Repetition is the era we live in, and Composition is a subversion of the repetition era. The 

interesting thing for Fernandez and Iazetta in the context of DIY, is the Repetition era that describes 

the era of mass production. In this society people are not creators, only comsumers. According to 

Attali on music they work to have the means to buy “Recordings of other peoples time.” (Fernandez

& Iazetta, 2011 p. 8), and using their time to work they loose the time to enjoy what they consume. 

This is a society where stocking money and goods is the only goal. Fernandez and Iazetta sees the 

DIY as a reaction to this type of society (Fernandez & Iazetta, 2011 p. 8). 

Fernandez and Iazetta also uses the theories of french philosopher Bernard Stiegler to find a 

way out of the consumerist society. Stiegler sees de-professionalization and the revival of the 

89 For the graphs and details of how they were obtained see  (Kuznetsov & Paulos, 2010) 

<http://www.staceyk.org/hci/KuznetsovDIY.pdf>
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amateur as a way forward, this is helped by digital technology and the internet. He envisions a new 

avant-garde made by these amateurs aided by the web, and sees these new technologies as a 

pharmakon; a poison, a remedy and a scapegoat. Fernandez and Iazetta points out some possible 

contradictions in this view; the DIY will is first made from de-professionalization and to be an 

alternative to consumerism, but in order to make it work economically the objects made by DIY, 

such as the instrument made by circuit benders can be sold at the same marked high prices due to 

being unique, thus making them self a part of the consumerism they are supposed to be in 

opposition to (Fernandez & Iazetta, 2011 p. 12). 

This is problematic, in all fields of DIY production either run by persons or organized as 

small companies, selling a product will not equal being a profit driven corporation. One can argue 

that it is possible to be a part of a market, and still be critical to consumerist culture in general. The 

difference lies in whether the product is made only to earn money or if there are other thoughts 

behind it like a DIY/Hacker/Maker ideology. The latter is probably the case is if someone is selling 

an instrument modified or made at home. As an example Reed Ghazalas book on circuit bending 

has an own chapter about selling circuit bended instruments (ghazala, 2005 p. 25). For DIY artists, 

selling objects or instruments is either done out of nescessity, or to be able to share them with others

without losing money. In this context, selling something is not the same as maximizing profits. 

4.2.4 Culture jamming

Culture jamming was a term coined by Don Joyce from the band Negativeland in 1984, the 

jamming part of the term came from radio jamming where a frequency is pirated and taken over.90 

Culture jamming can be seen as having it's roots in the situationist movement, where artists go out 

and create events to disturb what they view as the spectacle, the capitalist society. This is done to 

break up routine and make people see new possibilities. An example of culture jamming is about 

taking an often commercial sign or message and to give it a twist to give it a new meaning. Often 

controversial or critical messages are added to commercial logos. This is a method used by 

foundations such as Adbusters91. and the resulting image can be called a meme, as coined by 

Richard Dawkins (Dawkins, 1976). This is done as a cultural activism and the goal is often to 

achieve new reflection by the receivers of these messages. While memes being omnipresent online 

and now an important part of web-culture, critics say that culture jamming is easily recuperated and 

taken back into advertising, such as in a recent ad by Snickers where the logo is substituted by other

90 Lloyd, 2014 https://yesjanlloyd.wordpress.com/2014/05/12/culture-jamming-semiotic-banditry-in-the-streets/

91 http://www.adbusters.org/
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words.92 This is not a discussion we'll be taking here, instead we will see culture jamming as an 

umbrella for phenomena as musical mash-ups, remix culture, adbusting and the making of memes. 

Recently similar methods have been used to create viral videoes in social media, and music such as 

vaporwave, a genre often made by changing the playback speed and add effects to musak93. We are 

not going to delve deep into culture jamming here but we can note that this is the very same tactic 

as Asger Jorns détournement, a cultural object is being modified to make a something new. In this 

context circuit bending can be seen as a culture jamming of musical instruments.  

Not all culture jamming is politically motivated, but mostly, culture jammings message is 

that of anti consumerism and civilsational critique. The anti-consumerism of circuit bending can be 

seen in terms of taking something more or less worthless and re-using it for artistic purposes. 

4.2.5 Hippie aesthetics and circuit bending as a provocation

Coming back to Qubais Reed Ghazala and the first instruments dubbed circuit bent, these 

instruments can be related to the fast-changing cultural climate of the late 1960's. Ghazala tells how 

he and his instrument were viewed as a threat. Both at high school and in society, the combination 

of this young guy with a homebuilt synthesizer was just too much for some people. Ghazala tells of 

how he got attacked by angry Elvis-fans that tried to destroy his instrument. He mananged to save 

the circuit and gave it a new “audience proof” enclosure (Ghazala, 2005, p. 10.).

But what was so provocative about this? Guessing, it might have something to do with the 

clash between the last decade, and the new hippie aesthetics of the late 60's. Maybe it made it even 

more provocative that Ghazala didn't fit into the stereotype of a hippie since he mastered 

technology. As Ghazala states, members of the new counter culture were looked upon as stupid 

(Ghazala, 2004). 

Visually, some of Ghazala's creations fit in quite well with what we can call hippie 

aesthetics, or psychedelic aesthetics. His circuit bent instruments are painted and decorated, often in

fluorescent colours and glitter. All sorts of decorations are allowed here.94 (Ghazala, 2005 p. 176). 

The re-casing of instruments also allows for using any suitable case for the instrument. This allows 

for alien looking devices, that often looks completely different from when before they were bent.   

92 Nudd, T (2016) http  ://www.adweek.com/adfreak/snickers-swaps-out-its-brand-name-hunger-symptoms-painfully-

honest-packaging-167061

93 An articla about the genre can be read here: http://www.dummymag.com/features/adam-harper-vaporwave A forum 

also exists for further reading/listening https://www.reddit.com/r/Vaporwave/

94 Even adding artificial “eyes” for light sensors. (Ghazala, 2005 p. 187)
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4.2.6 Glitch and the Aesthetics of failure

Towards the end of the 1990's came the rise of a musical genre mainly known as glitch. In the 

article The Aesthetics of Failure, Kim Cascone links this music to the so called post-digital era 

which he claims started already around the millenium. It is refered to as such because Cascone at 

the time believed that the revelutionary period of the information age was over by then. In the 

article, glitch refers to artists working with digital audio, and who are trying to use digital audio 

editing tools in new ways, and often to use errors and artefacts coming from these tools for artistic 

reasons (Cascone, 2000). Cascone claims that it is from the “failure” of technology that glitch-

music draws it's resources, taking the name from a glitch, a malfunction in a system. These glitches,

bugs and distortions are zoomed in on instead of avioded with digital audio editing. (Cascone, 2000 

p.13) This resulting in an aesthetic where “failure” is seen as something positive and, and according

to Cascone, it also reminds us of the imperfections of new technology, that he sees as no more 

perfect or precise than the people constructing them (Cascone, 2000 p.13). Cascone also complains 

about that these new inventive and often non-academic musicians are not being taken serious 

enough by academia. This has probably changed a bit since the article was published, and it is also 

interesting that it was published in Computer Music Journal, which is an academic journal. We can 

read this as a description of a separation of electronic music's division into non-academic and 

academic camps, a division that is still there even if the gap between has become smaller since the 

year 2000.95 As of 2015, this gap is still there, artists such as Mark Fell points out that journals such 

as Computer Music Journal claim that music rooted in popular music is beyond its scope, so they 

won't cover artists such as Autechre (Barrow, 2015) since they have roots in club music, even when 

they do generative computer music. This lack of recognition is a problem for independent artists, 

and also a problem to academia since it shuts out interesting material that should be worth studying.

On the other hand artists such as Holly Herndon and Lee Gamble who have a foot in both camps 

can be seen as trying to bridge this gap, a gap that often has more to do with the background of 

musicians that the music itself (Barrow, 2015).

Cascone draws a link from glitch, and artists such as Oval, who painted on the backside of 

CD's to make them skip, back to the optical soundtracks of Lazslo Moholy-Nagy, and John Cage  

95 With popular and club-music magazines as Factmag running a long articles on Pierre Schaeffer and 

http://www.factmag.com/2016/02/23/pierre-schaeffer-guide/ and labals like Important records re-releasing electro-

acoustic music such as Else Marie Pade at least it seems like the gap is closing from one side. 

http://importantrecords.com/
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and Christian Marclays vinyl manipulations (Cascone, 2000). Cascone is thinking of glitch as to 

move the attention from the “foreground” or “object” of music or art and into the “background”. He

refers to John Cage's silent piece 4.33 (1952) as an early example of music where the focus is on the

incidental noises he calls “background”.

In an analasis of the track break by Dj Food (2000) Ragnhild Brøvig-Hansen moves into 

describing the aesthetics of glitch-music. Drawing similar lines as Cascone back to the skipping 

sounds of Oval and also Yasunao Tone, a japanese noise artist involved in the Fluxus movement in 

the 1960s (Brøvig-Hansen, 2013). She shows how the members of Dj Food are crafiting similar 

effects as skips and fall-out's with cutting and pasting audio. She continues to tell how electronic 

music artists like Aphex Twin, Squarepusher and Autechre have popularized electronic music 

inspired by glitch-music, and helped to make available glitch-aesthetics in mainstream pop. 

According to Caleb Kelly, author of the book Cracked Media stuttering and skipping sounds are 

now a part of the palette of an electronic producer (Kelly, 2009). Brøvig-Hansen is refering to an 

analysis of Madonna's don't tell me (Danielsen and Maasø, 2009. p. 130-32), both as an example of 

this, and an obvious use of cut and paste that is easy for the listener to hear is intended (Brøvig-

Hansen, 2013).96  

Brøvig-Hansen also argues that the use of glitch-sounds in music often calls the attention of 

the listener since they used to be attached to techological failure calling for action, such as Cds 

skipping, but not on purpose. She argues that these sounds challenge the border between the interior

and the exterior sounds of the music. They thus have a double meaning as being both part of, and 

outside the music. They both are, and are not comprehended as musical sounds (Brøvig-Hansen, 

2013 p. 122). Due to an increasing use of glitch-sounds in popular music some voices such as Phil 

Thomson claim that they will won't have the power to survive as aesthetical tools when normalized 

like this, and that Cascones Aesthetics of Failure, might end up as a Failure of aesthetics (Brøvig-

Hansen, 2013). Brøvig Hansen.argues that this will not be the case but that they rather add to an 

arsenal of techniques used to produce electronic music and will continue to have a life outside what 

is strictly labeled glitch-music. She also argues, like Cascone, that the use of glitch-sounds could be 

seen as a critique or a questioning of the of the dubious “perfection” of the medium of digital sound.

My reason for going through these texts on glitch aesthetics is to relate them to circuit 

bending, and as we can see the similarities of the approaches are obvious. Glitch music, as a 

96  In their 2016 song God don't leave me Norwegian band Highasakite does something similar, adding some clicking 

noise to an electric piano in the start of a song, giving the impression that they'll trying to outsmart, or getting the 

attention of the listener with a glitch-effect not followed up by any other elements in the song. Highasakite (2016) 

Camp Echo, Propeller Recordings. 
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musical subgenre of electronic music can function as an umbrella that could also cover music made 

by circuit bent instruments. Many examples of glitch music sound similar to music made by circuit 

bending. The differentse is that glitch is more often accomplished using computers, and other digital

devices, while circuit bending is more concerned about hardware devices such as electronic 

keyboards. It would be easy to say that this is about the digtal versus the analog, but many 

modifications in circuit bending are about forced malfunctions of digital circuits, or about bridging 

the analog and digital parts of a circuit in ways that were not originally intended. Because of this it 

is better to talk about glitch as working with software, and circuit bending as working with  

hardware.

4.2.7 Datamoshing and databending

As suggested by Brøvig-Hansen, glitch aesthetics and circuit bending shows up in popular music 

once in a while, an example being the use of a techique called datamoshing, where video files are 

hacked to produce glitch effects when played back97. In 2009 this technique was used extensively in

the video Welcome To Heartbreak ft. Kid Cudi by Kanye West98. This even upset glitch artists such 

as Paul B. Davis, who changed the name of his own exhibition to Define Your Terms (or Kanye 

West Fucked Up My Show)99 after seeing an aesthetic of his own used in a video by a famous 

artist.100 (Kane, 2014). This might seem both ironic and full circle, since some of Davis work as an 

artist, like a video mashup of Rihanna and Cranberries101 takes it's raw materials from the field.of 

popular culture. This is discussed more in an article by Carolyn L. Kane (Kane, 2014). This motion 

dubbed cultural appropriation means that someone is taking something that doesn't belong to them 

and using it as their own. This was also called recuperation by the situationist movement, and 

meant that society is incorporating an often less dangerous version of something radical into itself. 

The interesting thing here is that this “stealing“ of cultural content seems to be a circular motion.  

This datamoshing technique is a type of digital bending labeled databending where files and 

data are bent instead of circuits. Common databending techniques includes loading image files as 

97 For more information and tutorials on this visit: http://datamoshing.com/

98 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wMH0e8kIZtE 

99 http://www.seventeengallery.com/exhibitions/paul-b-davis-define-your-terms-or-kanye-west-fucked-up-my-show/

100Davis also claims that he and Jacob Ciocci incidentally coined the name for the technique in this video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OoM41asPUhM

101Compression Study #1 (Untitled data mashup) / 2007 / Paul B. Davis / Jacob Ciocci 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CWG5jqzYsEI
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sound files in audio editors such as the freeware Audacity102, adding audio effects to the file and 

then save it as a an image to achieve glitch effects. Digital emulations of glitch effects in audio have

also become popular, examples are audio effects as Illformed Glitch103 and the Beat repeat effect in 

the music production program Ableton live104 that was used so extensively in electronic music after 

it's release in 2005105 that it has become some a sort of a cliche in the genre.106 

4.2.8 Opaque and transparent mediation

Brøvig-Hansen also uses the two terms Opaque and Transparent Mediation. These opposites are 

inspired by the french philosopher Louis Marin (Brøvig-Hansen, 2013 p. 16). Very simplified, the 

terms refer to whether or not the mediation, as in the transmission of music through a medium, is 

percievable to the listener (Opaque), or not percievable and thought of as part of the experience 

(Transparent). Talking about glitch music, and also about circuit bending, both could probably be an

extreme of Opaque Mediation, since it is the mediation itself that is central in producing the music. 

Glitch, and also circuit bending is often about a transformation of the seemingly transparent to 

opaque,  making the unhearable or unpercievable heard through either digital and analog 

processing. In circuit bending, this is about opening a closed system and looking or listening to 

what is inside. What is intended to be transparent, such as the internal signals of a keyboard, is 

made opaque when connections are applied to make those signals listenable.107 Another more 

obvious example is the bending of mediating devices such as CDs and CD-players (Kelly, 2009 p. 

11).

102http://www.audacityteam.org/

103https://illformed.com/

104https://www.ableton.com/

105http://www.soundonsound.com/reviews/ableton-live-5

106Beat repeat is a stuttering effect that is still often encountered in electronic music, and especially often in music 

produced past 2010- that could be defined within the re-labled genre EDM.

107An example of this is when datasignals of a keyboard are routed out as audio, with this autput it is possible to listen 

to the insternal signals of the keyboard directly. 
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4.3 Summing up

In the first part of this chapter, some terms from aesthetic theory are presented to shed a light on our

topic. This is used to attempt to see similarities between other artistic practices and circuit bending, 

such as the détournement of the situationists and Asger Jorn, and the Bricolage of Claude Lévi-

Strauss. Also, circuit bending is seen in the light of relational aesthetics. And by trying to view our 

topic with embodied music cognition and mimetic theory, we see how bent instruments challenges 

and complicates the link between the origin of the sound and sound perceived.

The second part of the chapter tries to make a cultural context for circuit bending by 

presenting related practices. Beginning with the first hackers, continuing with maker and DIY-

culture and culture jamming, the chapter ends with some more recent developments in music and art

such as glitch music and datamoshing, and some theoretical terms such as the aesthetic of resetting 

and opaque and transparent mediation. To sum up the whole chapter, I would say that many of the 

mentioned aesthetical practises use different approaches to achieve the same goal; Something that is

allready produced, is modified in some way to make a new version of the object. While recent web 

and maker culture continue to carry forward some of these approaches, these are still sub-cultures in

art and music. Once in a while some of these approaches leak into mainstream culture.   
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(Figure 4. Reed Ghazala's first circuit bended instrument, now re-cased to be “Audience proof”)
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5   Workshops

The motivation for doing these three workshop was to show the practical aspects of circuit bending,

and to collect documentation in form of sound and pictures that was unique to this text. In the first 

two workshops, the attendees were asked to take something to bend, the third one focused on 

bending one small device, and was held for school kids from ten years and older. No prior 

knowledge or skills were expected from the attendees.    

5.1 Method

At the same time being an observer, contributor and sometimes a teacher at these workshops, I am 

aware that it is a difficult task to be completely objective. I have tried to keep the workshops as 

open as possible, by letting the attendees bring what they wanted to bend, and also not interfering in

the process, except if someone asked for help, such as with technical questions. In this way my role 

has been more like an observer, focusing on documenting what was happening at the workshops.

5.2 The background of the workshops

When I first started circuit bending, I didn't do so alone but as a part of group of friends from the 

label and collective called Metronomicon Audio108. We had some nights open to everyone in 2009, 

where we came together and got some advice from each other on circuit bending and related 

projects. Since I had very basic knowledge of electronics at that point this was of great help. Later 

on in 2010, we found out that Dans for voksne109, an Oslo based organization promoting 

experimental music had similar nights, so we merged the two groups. In 2011 this ended up as Dans

for voksnes mekkeklubb, which as of 2016 continue to have nights open to all every three weeks at 

Notam, the Norwegian center for technology in music and the arts110. 

108www.metronomiconaudio.net

109www.dansforvoksne.no/

110www.notam02.no/web/
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5.3 Mekkeklubben

These nights were not dedicated to circuit bending only, but was and is a group for people building 

DIY electronic musical instruments where circuit bending is one of many activities. The multimedia

artist Øyvind Mellbye111 also led workshops on some of the nights on building things such as 

amplifiers and simple synthesizers. Mekkeklubben works as a resource for people, many of them 

musicians and artists who are beginners or have limited knowledge of electronics. Anyone can bring

an unfinished project, or just an idea to these nights and get feedback and help from the others in the

group. This makes it an open group loosely based on the earlier mentioned hacker ethic (Levy, 

1984) in terms of promoting open information and the hands on imperative (Levy, 1984). 

5.4 Hackerspaces

In the early 00s, hackerspaces got started all over the world.112 A hackerspace is a place where 

people can get together or work alone on various projects, and that has tools and space available for 

these projects, and often also hosts workshops or classes. Even if hackerspaces often are more 

oriented to work on computers or activities as 3D-printing, circuit bending is one of more activities 

possible in these spaces. Hackerspaces are often run by non-profit organizations. In Oslo we've seen

the emergence of hackerspaces such as Bitraf113, Hackeriet114, and also spaces that are more 

accessible to youth such as Teknoteket Makerspace at Teknisk Museum,115 Folkeverkstedet116 and 

Biblo Tøyen117, run by library Deichmanske Bibliotek. These hackerspaces continue to make 

hacking, and also circuit bending accessible to more people, and have been the hosts of most of my 

circuit bending workshops that will be documented here. I also did one workshop at the art gallery 

and artist workspace Nebbet in Fredrikstad118

111http://yvind.net/

112 Henry, A (2012) How To Find And Get Involved With A Hackerspace

http://www.lifehacker.com.au/2012/05/how-to-find-and-get-involved-with-a-hackerspace-in-your-community/

113https://bitraf.no/

114http://hackeriet.no/

115http://tekniskmuseum.no/120-skole-og-bhg/skole/nyheter-skole/1118-makerspace

116https://www.deichman.no/folkeverkstedet

117https://www.deichman.no/side/biblo-toyen-nytt-barne-og-ungdomsbibliotek

118http://nebbet.no/about/index.html
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5.5 How to circuit bend? 

It would have been possible to include the most common techniques of circuit bending here, but I 

find this unneccesary since the technical aspects and how-to aspects are all very well documented 

by Ghazala119, Circuitbenders.co.uk120, Casperelectronics.com121 and Baum Inventions.122

119http://www.anti-theory.com/soundart/circuitbend/cb01.html

120http://www.circuitbenders.co.uk/tips.html

121http://casperelectronics.com/finished-pieces/circuit-bending-tutorial/

122Through many informative Youtube tutorials:  https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL113C66FA8D51DF2C
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(Figure 5. Unscrewing and opening a keyboard)
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5.6 Notam 

April 24h and 25h 2014

This was a workshop open for all, under the umbrella of Dans for voksnes mekkeklubb. The 

participants were encouraged to bring something to circuit bend and to either try this out by 

themselves or ask me for help if they needed. The main idea was to document circuit bending, and I 

also asked the participants some simple questions. To my suprise many of the attending were new to

both electronics and circuit bending. Some of the participants was also regulars at the mekkeklubb 

with some experience in electronics.

In the start of both evenings most participants started out unscrewing screws to open up 

what they brought. The objects were mostly musical keyboards, but also some speaking toys and a 

small effectprocessor with a speaker. 

One of the keyboards brought was a Casio MT-240, that was opened up to search for 

bending points. Several glitch effects were found, especially some where the keyboard scrolled 

through many sounds. I filmed this, but we ended up not making any permanent modifications to 

this keyboard as the participant would like to experiment further with it. 

Example 5.1 Glitch on Casio MT 240123

The picture on the next page (figure 6.) shows another participant opening up a keyboard, and 

playing back sound while testing new connections with a crocodile-clip. A resistor is added to the 

clip to prevent a full short-circuit and thus lowering the chance of damaging the circuit. The 

participant is holding one end at a fixed position and is poking around with the other end to search 

for interesting effects. If no effects are found, or if the effects found is affecting the sound too little 

the resistor could be removed. When doing this it is important to follow some of the basic advices 

of bending as described by Ghazala124 (Ghazala, 2005) to prevent destroying the circuit, such as 

never shorting directly from the power supply or to short from power to ground. The easiest way to 

do this is to search with a voltmeter to find power and ground and make sure to not short them. If an

effect is found that seem to vary with resistance the resistor could be substituted with a 

potentiometer to make the effect adjustable. Ghazala also describes a huge array of other 

components and methods to use for this purpose (Ghazala, 2005). 

123 Example 5.1 https://youtu.be/N4AkQRRjLiY

124 An exellent turorial is also online: http://www.anti-theory.com/soundart/circuitbend/cb01.html
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(Figure 6. Searching for bend points)

This video shows how the one end of the wire is held steady at one point, while different points are 

tried out the other end 

Example 5.2125

Other techniques was also tried out, such as the touching the circuit directly, a method also called 

laying of hands (Collins, 2010 p. 78)

Example 5.3126

Some participants brought speaking toys, a long time classic in Circuit bending since Reed 

Ghazalas experiments with Speak and Spell-machines (Ghazala, 2005). Two of the most 

experienced participants, regulars at the Dans for Voksnes mekkeklubb ended up destroying their 

125 Example 5.2 https://youtu.be/ZrBT9BPTNVo

126 Example 5.3 https://youtu.be/p8kDodpkf-Q
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speaking machines during the workshop, one swedish toy called Talande Alfalătt and a norwegian 

version of a Talking super smart™ start. Maybe this was a coincidence, or that the devices were 

fragile, but anyway this reminds us that there is always a possibility of destroying something while 

circuit bending. The art of succesful bending lies in the ability to experiment and modify without  

destroying the circuit, and even if experience in electronics is allways a help it is no guarantee for 

not destroying something. It was a bit ironic that the most experiences participants destroyed their 

devices while the new beginners did not. One of these participants also made successful 

modifications to a toy keyboard that added a pitch-control that made quite interesting sounds.   

Example 5.4127

Two of the participants, musicians that were new to electronics, made some nice modifications with 

some advice from me: One made a button that produced some strange effects, and also added a line-

out to a toy-keyboard. The other added a line in to a voicetransformer toy, making it possible to use 

it as an effectprocessor for instruments. This gave us the opportunity to talk about how to add in, 

and outputs, a process that can be used to all toys and instruments that has microphones (input) and 

speakers (output). This makes it possible to use these toys as instruments at a live performances 

where they could be connected to a mixer. I consider this circuit bending, even if the sound is not 

altered, the circuit is still bent to enable amplification of the sound. When a line out is added it is 

also possible to hear frequencies below the frequency range of the built in speaker could produce, 

so that if for example a toy keyboard is modified to lower the pitch, the bass-range of the sounds 

could only be heard through a line-out.  

A common conception of what Circuit bending is, is that it has to do with electronics. Indeed

this is true, but it is also a work of arts and crafts when working with plastic, wood and other 

materials. While disassembling and reasembling cases and enclosures of objects this becomes 

obvious, the work is done with saws, drills and screwdrivers. This aspect of circuit bending is easily

forgotten, but at workshops one often ends up using more time drilling holes to put switches and 

making the modified circuit fit back into the box than soldering. If it doesn't fit it could be refitted 

into a new enclosure (Collins, 2009. p. 118). At our workshop, drilling a hole to add a line-out jack 

nearly lead to one of the participants destroying his keyboard, but fortunately it went well. 

127 Example 5.4 https://youtu.be/k44ZjQoXt-Q
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Example 5.5128

(Figure 7. Toy keyboard)

After the line out was successfully installed, the two participants had a nice jam, connecting their 

newly modified keybaord and voicetransformer, showing how we had made new connectivies and 

functions on the devices.   

128 Example 5.5 https://youtu.be/NeEHl3U8slw
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5.7 Nebbet, Fredrikstad 

November 22th 2014

(Figure 8. Workshop at Nebbet, Fredrikstad)

I was invited to the art gallery and artist workspace Nebbet in Fredrikstad to do a workshop on 

Circuit bending. Maybe because of the nature of the place, many of the participators were visual 

artists. This resulted in some odd and nice objects brought for circuitbending such as a doorbell and 

ian ntercom. At this workshop the Interdisiplinary character of circuit bending was emergent. This 

since some of the participants planned to use the experiments from this evening, or the experience 

from it, not necessarily for music, but for sound art or installations. Some also brought keyboards 

and instruments. Few of the participants had experience with electronics, but this didn't stop them 

from trying out circuit bending, many of them for the first time. 
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(Figure 9. Nesquik Shrek 2 Voicetransformer, circuit bent into something more like a guitar pedal)

One of the attendees brought a bag full of Nesquik SHREK 2 Voicetransformers he got at a 

restaurant, handing them out as a bonus to the workshop. This was a toy designed so it would 

chance the voice of someone singing it to its internal microphone. Various experiments were carried

out to this device. One of the attendees added connections to the voicetransformer, so that it could 

be used with an intercom to transform the voices of people ringing the doorbell and talking in the 

intercom. 

Some removed the internal microphone and speaker, and replaced them with jack inputs and 

outputs. As seen in the illustration, a volume knob was also added to the output; a simple 

potentiometer adding resistance to lower the volume. This is one of the simplest bends, but also one 

of the most useful to musicians. By adding inputs and outputs, toys like this can be used as an 

external effects processor for any instrument with a line out, and be connected to a mixer or 

recording device. This makes it possible to use toys both live on stage, and to record the sound 

directly from them. 
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Another participant had brought a Yamaha Portasound PSS-270 keyboard129. It looks like a 

toy keyboard, but the sound engine is an FM-synthesizer with two operators. The PSS-270 has 

preset sounds, and some basic controls as vibrato, sustain and portamento and a stereo effect, but no

additional possibilities to edit the preset sounds. The sounds are generated by an intergrated circuit 

called YM2413130. 

The approach to bending the PSS-270 was to add connections between some of the legs on 

the YM2413 chip. This made the FM synthesis run wild, and produce new sounds. There are many 

possibilities here which we did not explore, such as interupting the communication between the 

main chip and the sound chip called a dataline cut131. Switches was installed to turn these effects on 

and off. 

(Figure 10. The main chip and sound generator chip YM2413 on the Portasound PSS-270)

Allthough beeing quite simple, these bends adds many new sounds and textures to the keyboard, 

129 For a list of all portasound keyboards with some details see here: http://nurykabe.com/dump/text/PSS/page/

130 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yamaha_YM2413

131 http://www.circuitbenders.co.uk/newsarchive/DX100.html
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both to it's keyboard sounds, and to the auto accompaniment, which often produces strange aleatoric

sequences when the new swithces were on. 

Example 5.5 5.6 5.7132 

This workshop also illustrated the social aspect of circuit bending. In a similar way as the earlier 

described mekkeklubben, workshops like this is a good way for artists and musicians with different 

backgrounds to come together and share ideas and do experiments. All of the examples here came 

out of a collaboration by two of the participants. All the participants did some experimenting and 

bending, even those who had no experience with electronics. This shows how circuit bending is a 

good way of learning about electronics, that are well suited for beginners. 

(Figure 11.Yamaha Portasound PSS-270)

132 https://soundcloud.com/coucb/sets/yamaha-pss-270-circuit-bending
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(Figure 12. Typical setup for a circuit bending workshop, with various tools, electrical parts, a 

mixer, small speakers and sound recording equipment)

5.8 Teknisk musuem

16-20 february 2015

This workshop was planned while the schools had a holiday, so I and Thanushiga Rajah from Norsk

Teknisk Museum wanted to focus on making it interesting and doable for children from elementary 

school. To do this we choose a very simple machine that was available in the shop of the museum, a

small sample player called Sound Machine133  as a default object for bending. I also brought various 

other toys and keyboards but we mostly ended up hacking these Sound Machines. 

These are small boxes that play back prerecorded sounds when a button is pressed. They are 

easy to open up and they contain a very simple circuit. The circuit is easy to hack, and even if the 

modifications possible are quite limited, it was well suited for this workshop. The easiest bend we 

found on these machines were to add an extra potentiometer between a resistor and ground of the 

circuit, causing the machine to slow down while playing back sound. When this happens the sound 

is first slowed down. Effects are also produced due to the low temporal resolution of the sound, if 

133https://www.npwgifts.com/sound-machine.html 
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slowed even further down the machine starts to produce a range of wild and funny effects. 

Example 5.8134

(Figure 13. NPW Sound Machine)

134 Example 5.8 https://soundcloud.com/coucb/circuit-bent-sound-machine
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5.9 Pedagogical aspect of circuit bending

When our participants arrived, we let everyone unscrew and take apart a Souns Machine to look 

inside. Then we handed out crocodile clips and potentiometers and encouraged poking around while

playing back sound, this often done as a collaboration between two kids. Many of the kids didn't 

make it to actually modify or do anything other than opening up, look inside and put the device 

back together again. But nearly all of them asked how, why and what-is-this, giving us a great 

opportunity to talk and show how the machine worked, and about electronics in general. 

What I discovered during this workshop is taking things apart and looking inside them is a 

very good way of both stimulating the curiousity of kids and to learn about electronics. For many of

the kids attending, this was the first time they have ever seen what was going on inside an electronic

device. Some of the kids also stayed for a long time at our workshop, and some of them came with 

nice ideas that they wanted to try. I tried to follow their ideas and we ended up with some new 

reqested modifications to the Sound Machines: mini jack outputs, and a led flashing when sound 

was playing were some of them. Most of the modifications were carried out by the kids themselves 

with some help from me. Some of the kids also got to solder for the first time, and we all had a lot 

of fun. 
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6   Experiment: circuit bending a CASIO SK-1

6.1 Why Casio SK-1?

The reason why I decided to use the CASIO SK-1 as a case is that it is one of the first devices that 

has a detailed explanation on how to modify it (Ghazala, 1996). It has become a classic example of 

circuit bending, since many have either followed exactly or at least based their efforts loosely on 

this instructions, and there is some documentation on what the modifications do (Ghazala, 1996, p. 

57). Still most of this is Youtube-videoes along with some explanations from Reed Ghazala in his 

text about the SK-1 (Ghazala, 1996). I want to do a close replication of these bends, and do a quick 

analysis of how they affect the instrument. This will be done in order to look into how circuit 

bending changes how an instrument is played, and how it changes the musical output. The SK-1 is 

also known for having a rich and varied sound when circuit bent, so that was also a part of what 

made me choose it. 

Reed Ghazala has two different recipes for how to circuit bend the SK-1. One is called The 

Casio SK-1 Escapist Sample Shuttle, published in an article in Experimental musical instruments 

(Ghazala, 1996), and one called the Casio SK-1 Aleatron and is documented in his book on circuit 

bending (Ghazala, 2005). There are no detailed instructions or schematics in the first one, so I 

choose to stay close to the one from the book. I believe they are slight variations of the same design.

They look very similar on pictures, have the approximately the same number of switches135, and the 

description of the effects are very similar. Ghazala puts these switches into groups:

Image group (9 switches on the right) 

Skew group (5 withes, a potentiometer and a hold-switch the right)

Axis Group (3 swithes on the right front side

135There are fewer body-contacts and no reset switch on the last one. The first also includes a Logic Pilot Group; light  

emitting diodes blinks when electricity flows from the pins of the chip connected to the switches. 
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There is also a pitch-knob that increases the pitch, and a knob called the poly-knob that decreases 

the polyphony of the keyboard. A more detailed description of these groups and more can be found 

online in Ghazalas article (Ghazala, 1996136). I mention the groups here because their names will be 

used in this analysis. Links to video examples are included in footnotes.137

6.2 Bending

After getting an SK-1 second hand, It turned out it didn't function quite as expected. To some degree

it already behaved a bit like it was circuit bent, refusing to sample twice. So in order to start 

bending I have to attempt to repair it first. I opened it and cleaned some dirty parts of the circuit-

board with an electronic cleaner-spray, the circuit-board looked like it didn't have any damage or 

damaged parts. After putting it back together and playing it for a while it started to work as is 

should and the modifications could begin. 

(Figure 14. Unmodified Casio SK-1) 

136  http://www.antitheory.com/soundart/emi/ghazala_emi_escapist_shuttle.html

137 Or they can be seen as a playlist at https://www.youtube.com/playlist?

list=PLS7hoD1Ml7zNKOcI6a2li6iozKBMDPOwO or listened to at www.  soundcloud.com/coucb/sets/sk1
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6.2.1 Opening and adding some connections

I then unscrewed the screws on the back and opened it up to reveal the inside of the SK-1, careful 

not to break the connection to the batteries. Most of the connections that were about to be added 

would be soldered to the pins of the intergrated circuits to the left mounted on the solder side of the 

circuitboard.  Then I started soldering cables to the new switches. After soldering on cables to five 

switches, a button, a hold-button and a potentiometer called the Skew-group, I put the keyboard 

back together and did a test to to see if it is still working and to test what to new switches do.

(Figure 15. Casio SK-1 Inside unmodified)
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(Figure 16. Casio SK-1, first five switches added, plus a potentiometer, hold-switch and button for 

the Skew-group)
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6.2.2 Testing the first bends

The keyboard still fuctioned normally without any of the new switches on. Nothing happened when 

I turned the first switch, I didn't notice then, but if you look carefully at the wiring on the picture 

above you can see that more than one switch has to be turned on to make a connection. This allows 

for many combinations which produce different effects.  If the Skew-dial potentiometer is turned 

the intensity of the effect from pushing the the button and or holding the hold-switch can be varied. 

Example 6.1138

Example 6.2139 

After confirming that nothing was destroyed so far I decided to continue with the other 

modifications. I planned to add a soft reset switch, which will make the same connection as Image 

switch 2140 (Ghazala, 1996, web), and maybe a hard reset switch that would break the power from 

the batteries, these are to be used if the SK-1 crashes.141 Crashes are very probable since the 

modifications added to the circuit are making other connections than what it was initially designed 

and tested for (Ghazala, 1996, p.59.).  As seen on the picture the wires were soldered onto the pins 

on the solder side of the circuitboard to be connected to the svitches. Then holes were drilled in the 

chassis to add swithces.

138 Example 6.1 https://youtu.be/AI5ay-uH21w

139 Example 6.2 https://youtu.be/ONPhH1sfRr4

140 After implementing this I found that on my keyboard it was image switch 1 that functioned as a reset switch. 

141 Maybe because the logic chips enters a recurring loop which it cannot exit. 
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(Figure 17. SK-1, wiring and switches finished)
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(Figure 18. Finished Casio SK-1)

6.3 Finished SK-1 Test

6.3.1 Image group

I decided to start out playing only the first C-note on the keyboard with the initial piano-sound to 

keep it simple, and easier to find out how the new functions affected the sound. 142

Turning on  Image switch 1-3 there were some modulating effects and the keyboard stopped 

responding, but there were no effects when flipping switch 4. Later I found out that this was due to 

a mistake from a misprint in the book, where Image switch 4 wasn't connected to anything 

(Ghazala, 2005).  As I searched the internet i found that there was a switch correction for this that 

was not in the book (Ghazala, 2005) and that added a few important connections, so after adding 

this switch 4 affected the sound in a similar way as switches 1-3.  

Example 6.3 143

142According to Reed Ghazala (Ghazala, 1996 p. ) the different sounds on the SK-1 can react complety different to the 

new switches. 

143Example 6.3 https://youtu.be/peb_xxJdLhE
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When switching the image switches, different modulation effects occurred Switch 8 and 9 have a 

more complex character. When switches are turned off, the sound got back to normal after a while. 

Image 1-3 often caused the keyboard to stop responding. Image switch 4 made a modulation, and 

the keyboard responded quite normally, while Image 5-9 often caused the keyboard to make new 

and completely different sounds if the keys were pressed repeatedly. Often they must also be 

switched on while a note is playing to make that effect.  

6.3.2 Skew group

When switching on only one skew-switch, the button beside the potentiometer had to be pushed to 

produce an effect. If a key on the keyboard was pressed before the skew-switch it produced 

amplification and delay-effects, if the skew-switch was pressed first and then a key the effects were 

more agressive and complex.  

Example 6.4144

I found that combinations of many skew-switch yielded the most complex and interesting sounds. 

When multiple swithces are turned on, a connection was made between the different switches 

allowing for combinations. Turning on switch 1-4 and pressing three keys on the keyboard (C G F) 

caused it to start a long enveloped loop that continued even when the keyboard was not played, and 

sound also continued after the skew-switches were turned back off. The ongoing sound could be 

modified by flipping one or more skew-switches or adding notes by playing the keyboard. When all 

switches were back off and the keyboard was played, the piano sound was followed by a complex 

noise. 

Example 6.5145

144 Example 6.4 https://youtu.be/EIkt0k7CsY0

145 Example 6.5 https://youtu.be/zecCn5ExCcA
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6.3.3 Axis group 

Not much happened with the piano sound and the axis group until keys were pressed repeatedly. 

Axis switch 2 and repeated keys caused the keyboard to produce digital, skippy noises. The pitch-

knob would raise the pitch, and speed up the overall processes og the keyboard such as tempo of the

rhythms. This seemed to be constant on all of the sounds.146

Example 6.6147

The axis switches made different effects when used with different sounds. Applied to the pipe organ

sound, switch one created a pulsating drone, and when more keys were pressed they produced 

additional notes in a microtonal scale. There also seemed to be keyboard split points, this means 

that different areas of the keyboard either produced other notes than when unmodified, or that they 

produced different effects. (Ghazala, 1996 p. 57) Keyboard split points seemed to occur more often 

when combinations of switches spanning multiple groups were on. 

Example  6.7148

146In order to lower the pitch it seems probable that the keyboard must be re-clocked, which involves adding an 

additional clock circuit. Ghazala have added body contacts to some of the models of SK-1 but in this experiment I 

didn't manage to lower the pitch too much with them, even if this should be possible touching all three contacts.

147 Example 6.6 https://youtu.be/TsRLv4zUDJM

148 Example 6.7 https://youtu.be/HUeA2XOp8sE
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6.3.4 Group Combinations

While playing back a sample of a small flute, flipping the axis 3 switch caused the keyboard to 

make a loop that continued to play after the keys were released. The loop also continued after the 

axis switch was turned off. This was a good opportunity to try the other buttons in combinations 

since both hands were free and while sound was produced. Using the skew-dial and skew-switches 

added distortion effects and some effects resembling ring modulation. Turning on the axis-switch 2 

changed the sound completely into a darker and more noisy timbre. When switched again with 

some image-switches on, the sound stopped completely, but came back after a key is pressed. With 

the image-switches off, the flute sound was back, but in loops of the samples lenght in different 

pitches. Turning on skew-switches and dial seemed to distort the sound more for each switch. 

Turning on a image switch 5 and 7 added a dark modulation. Turning on Axis-switches again 

introduced a rhythm. Turning off all switches brought back the original looped flute sample. Adding

Skew-switches first added distortion, then when a key was pressed, microtonal lower notes were 

introduced. The loop would still play after the keys were released. Turning the Poly-dial took some 

of the voices away and made the sound less layered. After all these switches were turned on and off 

again, the sound produced was quite noisy and unpitched. When swithcing on more image-switches 

the sound became more modulated. And after switching on nearly all of the switches, the sound   

produced was bursts of sinewaves and crackles playing seemingly random rhythmic patterns. 

Turning on an axis-switch made the pauses between bursts longer. 

Example 6.8149

In the the end of this experiment the keyboard produced some rhythmic structure that seemed very 

different from the original input. This was a completely new piece of music, and obviously very 

different from something that could have been played on the keyboard without the modifications. 

The musical output in the end was also quite aleatoric, with my actions as a player affecting but not 

controlling the composition. The quesition remains, who made this composition, me, the keyboard 

or a combination? 

149 Example 6.8 https://youtu.be/ucXewBdZjnc
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Example 6.9150As an inevitable end to this experiment, the keyboard ended up crashing ans stopped 

to produce sound. 

(Figure 19. Switch Correction for SK-1 for the book Circuit-Bending: Build Your Own Alien 

Instruments (Ghazala, 2005).151

150 Example 6.9 https://youtu.be/wIT1-X4WK1o

151 Switch correction http://eu.wiley.com/WileyCDA/WileyTitle/productCd-0764588877.html
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6.4 Combinations and playability

So how many new combinations will our modifications of the SK-1 give us? To try to look into this 

we could do a count of the combination of the switch-groups: Image group: 2^9 = 512, Skew group 

2^6 = 64  Axis 2^3 = 8. If we disregard that the effects of the 3 potentiometers are variable and 

count them as switches the modified SK-1 has 5 + 9 + 3 + 3 = 20 (not counting the switches 

connected to the skew-dial since this makes the same connection as the potentiometer). 

Counted like this the modified SK-1 has 2^20 = 1048576 switching combinations. If you take into 

account that these functions don't do the same for the different sounds and modes, and that some of 

them also behave differently if they are switched on while note is playing or not, the possible 

number of combined effects are far more numerous. 

The order in which the switches are flipped is also important, since some of the switches 

also still produce effects, or alter how the keyboard responds even after they have been returned to 

their original position. There are also some effects that can only be found if the keyboard is 

switched on while a switch is on and the switch is turned back off before playing. Many of the 

aforementioned combinations or switching orders will produce no sound or cause the keyboard to 

crash, I look at this as the “system“ that is learned when getting used to playing with the new 

functions of the keyboard. It opens up many new possibilities, but also increases the chances of 

crashing or getting no sound. All in all, the modifications of the SK-1 have added a myriad of new 

effects, sounds and patterns, but also new obstactles that must be handled while playing it.

6.4.1 Composing and recreating sounds 

A problem encountered if you want to try to recreate one of the sounds from the modified SK-1 is 

if, and how these new functions can be notated or recalled in order to reproduce a particular sound. 

In Reed Ghazalas article on the SK-1 (Ghazala 1996, p. 60). Cynthia Striley has made a diagram 

showing all the swithces, and likens composing on the ESS K/1 (as Ghazala calls this modified 

version) to travelling on a path that branches off into several possible choices, each of which can 

be followed in turn to additional points of departure (Striley in Ghazala, 1996 p. 60). This diagram 

can be used to notate different combinations of switches. I am not sure how to notate a composition 

evolving in time with this system but it could be possible to combine it with traditional notatian and 

attach copies of the diagram and assign them to diffent ponts on a timeline. 
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(Figure 20. Diagram for composing on the Casio SK-1)

6.4.2 Playing

The conclusion to this is that playing the modified SK-1 is extremely different to playing the 

unmodified keyboard, and that this to some extent counts for other circuit bended instruments as 

well. The whole process of playing is changed radically since it is much harder to tell what will 

happen when you flip a switch than if you press a key on the unmodified keyboard. This makes 

playing more simalar to playing a game, or finding a way in or out of in a labyrinth than the linear 

flow of playing a musical instrument. If these new playing techniques are learned by a player, this 

in turn can make the intstrument more similar to playing an unmodified instrument in terms of 

predictability. 

As a part of this project I took the modified SK-1 to stage at an event at Vandaler Forening 

in Oslo.152 The plan was to play only the SK-1 with a sample from a flute. At a rehearsal this 

worked well for over 30 minutes, but at the event I managed to play only 7 minutes before the SK-1

crashed. I didn't have a meticulous plan for switching or which notes to play, it was improvised but 

the intention was to do something similar as at the rehearsal. The lesson learned here is that a live 

152https://vandalerforening.org/winter-solstice/winter-solsticewinter-solstice-2015/
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setup consisting of only one circuit bended instrument brings high risks musically, which was also a

part of the performance here. Other bended instruments are more stable than the bent SK-1, but it 

seems like a good idea to either have more than one instrument at hand or accept the risk of 

crashing as a part of the performance. It would be possible to start again, but in this performance, 

the nature of the instrument also determined the form and lenght of the performance.  

6.5 Sound Analysis

Analysing the output of the SK-1 with the sinusoidal partial editing and analysis software SPEAR 

reveals that when the the Pitch knob switches are on, the keybaord produces sounds that are of 

higher pitch than I can hear. These sounds do not have the same partials than the original sound that 

are pitched up. It looks like additional noise is added when the pitch is increased. The audible 

spectrum for humans is aproximately 20-20000 hz (Rossing, 2002, p. 80), but this author falls off at 

15000 hz. 

(Figure 21. Spectrogram of piano sound with image swithces 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7)

When the piano sound is played with the Axis-switches on, the swithces add something that sounds 

like modulartions to the tone. When the soundfile is analysed in the program Sonic Visualiser and a 
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spectrogram is made that shows the frequency components of the sound, we can see the notes 

starting out with a natural spectra with harmonic partials as we would expect in a piano note, but 

when the swithces are turned on the spectrum changes, and patterns of rhythmic noise is introduced.

These noises make grids in the spectrum, adding rhythmic noisy textures and also some sidebands 

on swithces 3, 5, 6 and 7 that resembles frequency modulation with an inharmonic frequency. 

(Figure 22. Spectrogram of SK-1 piano sound with Skew swithces activated first and a note played 

later)

The grids and extra partials are something that continues to show up in further analysis. When 

making a spectrogram of the same sound, but with the axis switches on before a key is pressed 

similar patterns occur. Here we first see the background noise from the keyboard, when a note is 

pressed, a complex and distorted sound with many partials starts. Then there is a disturbance in 

pitch where the pitch falls and rises three times, then another timbre is introduced. After this the 

timbre changes again, and the note contiues into something similar to a squarewave with many 

harmonic partials. There is not to much audio above 9 kHz, this is probably because the keyboards 

digital to analog converter is 9.38 kHz (Ghazala, 2016). The frequencies we see above 9.38 kHz are 

mostly background noise from the digital circuits, and what I believe is aliasing. We can also see 

frequencies reflected around the Nyquist frequency at half the samplerate (Collins, 2010 p. 20).
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I speculate that these patterns are the result of either digital data getting fed into audio, or two 

streams of digital data being coupled so that the audio produced are affected in new ways. We can 

notice in the spectrogram that the background noise before a key is pressed have many common 

partials with the effects produced when a key is pressed. If this is correct, we are listening to, or 

modulating the audio signal with the inner workings of the keyboard. The keyboard was probably 

carefully designed so that these sounds would be inaudible. This could be the clock frequency or 

signals from the logic circuits modulating the audio. In this example, the original functionality of 

the keyboard is preserved so it could be played normally, but when the new functions are activated, 

they change not only the sound, but also the scales, functions and playability of the keyboard. This 

makes the instrument less controllabe and less useful for precomposed music, but more useful for 

exploration and improvisation. This keyboards ability to sample audio also adds to the complexity 

of the new sounds produced with the new functionality, making it an interesting tool for processing 

audio.  

6.6 Summary

In this chapter we have seen what circuit bending is. This has been done by observing it in three 

workshops. Some bends from the attendees of the workshop is shown and described, at some 

examples are also presented as pictures, video and sound. 

 In the second part of the chapter, a classic circuit bend of the Casio SK-1 is reproduced by 

following schematics from Reed Ghazala. Here we can see and hear how this instrument is 

transformed, and how its playability is radically changed by bending.
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7    Discussion

This chapter discusses some of the problems encountered on the way so far in this text. When trying

to present circuit bending as an aesthetic phenomena, questions arises such as where the work of 

art is, what the aesthetic experience is, and if circuit bending can be viewed as a performance. It 

also discussed if circuit bending can be viewed in a bigger picture, such as by looking into the 

“black box” often present in technology. 

7.1 Questions

In this chapter attempts are also made to place the music made by circuit bent instrument into a 

musical map. Can it be labelled computer music? Then the discussion continues to adress another 

question asked in the introduction: If the approaches of circuit bending can be applied to other 

fields, and what is can be achieved by doing that. In order to answer this, we see what the musical 

systems, such as those presented in chapter 3 mean for a creative process, and if the experiments 

carried out with bent instruments can inspire or be used outside its own narrow field. 

Looking at approaches from circuit bending transferred to others fields, we can see how it 

can be related to mastering and altering technology in general. Bending in a wide sense, is about 

opening up something and customizing what is not designed to be reconfigured. When this 

approach is applied more generally, we can say that it is about looking inside the black box, a device

that has well defined inputs and outputs, but where the inner workings are hidden from the user. In 

the end of the chapter we will see how these approaches can help split ut the information stream of 

the digital and post medial, where all medias are an anonynous stream of information. 

To stay clear of having to use properties of the objects we study to define what they are and 

where they can be placed, the discussion on the definition of sound, music, art and sound art are 

avoided as much as possible. Staying with the definitions from the instroduction, the type of work, 

and the definition, is guided by the intention of the performer or composer. This makes it easier to 

talk about our topic since it is interdisicplinary by nature.   
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7.2 Mods and bends

Is there a difference between a mod and a bend? Is there any difference between bending musical 

instruments and modding objects of practical use such as cars and electrical bicycles? Is there a 

difference between hacking computer programs and hacking shelves from IKEA ?153  A certain 

difference between modding and bending is that a mod often has a well defined goal. This also 

applies to musical instruments, devices such as the B-Bender for guitar154, would qualify as a mod 

since the reason for, and outcome of the mod is clear from the start; to pitch bend one of the strings. 

Bending on the other hand often has some uncertaintly when it comes to purpose, and some degree 

of exploration connected to it. Even in the cases where instruments are circuit bent in order to 

produce a defined and wished for effect, such as slowing down the clock to produce sounds of 

lower pitch, unforeseen side-effects are more or less inevitable, and also usually welcomed.155 So 

generally, a mod is carried out to achive some purpose, while bending often is an act of exploration. 

There are, off course, some grey zones between these definitions. An example of this could be a 

mod, such as adding MIDI156 control to a keyboard, an action called retrofitting157. This could be 

used for standard MIDI control triggering notes where it would classify as a mod, but it could also 

be used for experimenting with wrong connections and be labelled bending.   

In the introduction the question is asked about the difference between hacking and bending  

(Collins, 2009, p 106)  Nicolas Collins, recalls being asked at the Bent festival in 2004 if his 

instruments were hacked or bent. The man asking explained that “bent” means that you have no 

idea what you are doing when you open up the circuit; “hacked” means that you have some idea”. 

This is not allays a good distinction since a circuit-bender always has some idea of what's going on, 

ranging from bare intuition to a good understanding of how the circuit works (Collins, 2009, p 106).

This illustrates that many of the different approaches are similar, and that the differences 

often lie in the cultural or aesthetical aspects. Even if the methods are based on some of the same 

prinsiples, the cultural differences make it seem like they have no obvious connection, examples 

153http://www.ikeahackers.net/

154https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/B-Bender

155Like sound coming through an added output that couldn't be produced by the instruments external speaker or the 

change of filter frequencies while slowing down a circuit that lets through sounds that would otherwise be filtered 

out before the circuit was modified.

156https://www.midi.org/

157Such as by installing a MIDI-controller inside it, such as the Highly Liquid MIDIWIDGET or some other similar 

device. http://www.highlyliquid.com/
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such as the modding of cars, which belongs in a different culture than the modding of musical 

instruments. Tuning of cars, and also electrical bikes158 is can also be classified as a mod since they 

are instrumental in their aims; to move faster or with more power. A bend on the other hand on such

a vehicle could be possibly fatal, consider re-wiring a car without knowing the how it will behave 

afterwards. 

7.3 The work of art

Where and what is the work of art in circuit bending? Is it the music produced by circuit bent 

instruments, or is it in the instruments itself? Many of Reed Ghazalas bended instruments have been

exhibited in art galleries such as NYC Museum of Modern Art and Guggenheim, and are part of the 

Whitney permanent collections (Ghazala, 2016). Does this mean that the instruments themselves are

art? Are all circuit bent instruments objects of art, or only the ones exhibited at a gallery? Seeing it 

this way would be easy, and we could say as art critic Arthur C. Danto that what makes the object a 

work of art is it's placement in a gallery and in a theoretical framework (Danto, 1964). So it is not 

the properties of the object itself, it is the how and where it it placed, physically and theoretically 

that decides if it can be viewed as art.

But can objects of use be seen as an artwork within the field of fine arts? A definition of fine 

arts that goes back to Immanuel Kant (Kant, 1914) is that of art being something beautiful, 

appreciated for it's aesthetical qualities and not for it's usability. Through a purposeless purposive, 

and made by a genius, Kants works of art is judged in a similar way to the beauty of nature.159 

Without delving into the question about what art is, we could start out using the common definition 

that art been created primarily for aesthetic and intellectual purposes.160 If we accept this, then 

objects of use such as musical instruments could easily rather be categorized as applied arts or arts 

& craft or not art at all. 

 The readymades of dadaists such as Marcel Duchamp is clearly objects of use, so is also 

many of the materials used by artists of the Fluxus movement, and the famous readymade (or ready 

made made) Brillo boxes of Andy Warhol (Danto, 1964). Modern artists such as Christian Marclay 

has used recorded music as materials for works of art, experimenting with using vinyl records as 

materials to make installations and performances161, this echoes the readymade, but in a musical 

158http://www.ebiketuning.com/

159Burnham: Immanuel Kant:Aesthetics http://www.iep.utm.edu/kantaest/

160A definition found here and that has found it's way to other websites: http  ://www.dictionary.com/browse/fine-art

161Such as tiling the floor with vinyl records in 2822 Records (PS1) http://momaps1.org/exhibitions/view/305
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context. There are also countless examples of musical artists and bands crossing over into the fine 

arts by using material from the musical world but in an art context, examples of this could be the 

exhibition and book Sensational Fix by Sonic Youth162, and Christian Blandhoels ongoing project 

My first record label163. In both cases musical instruments are exhibited as what could be called fine

art. Blandhoels project is also an interactive affair where the audience can play the instruments and 

record their own music. This links his project to what I would call record label run as an art project

such as Sex Tags164 who use material from their output as a record label as objects of fine art 165. 

Also the more conceptual work of Danish/Faroese artist Goodiepal could be mentioned here, 

crossing borders between music, arts and lecturing, he has produced objects and installations that 

bring musical objects and musical thinking into a fine art context166.

It can be argued that the placemented of where the work of art is in circuit bending is all 

about the context, what is done with the instruments and sounds and how they are presented. If the 

music played with the instruments are recorded and presented as a recording, the work of art is the 

piece of music. If either bending or playing is documented as performance or in a workshop, then 

the performance will be the work of art. If the finished instruments are exhibited at a gallery or art 

space, then the instruments are works of art. With keeping it this simple we will stay clear of 

theoretical problems such as having to judge by quality or taste. Hence we follow the tracks of 

slightly relativistic path of Arthur C. Danto. It will also fit an internationalist definition of art by 

Monroe Beardsley that doesn't shut out objects of use (Wreen, 2014). 

Many things have changed since Kants romantic notion that art has to be beautiful in the 

same manner as nature, beauty is not at all a property of all modern art. Artists have been rejecting 

beauty for about hundred years (Danto, 2004) This should be of no concern today even if it is 

possible to find beauty in the instruments discussed. Defining where the work of art is after 

intention will helps us place it, then follows a matter of taste when it comes to determining whether 

its good or bad. Circuit bending in a gallery context will belong together with installations and 

sound art. Circuit bending in this context also opens up possibilities for interactive installations 

where the audience is invited to action, an example of this can be Captain Credible's Helmet Dance.

an installation where the audience can wear a bicycle helmet retrofitted with re purposed electronics

that controls the music and light in the installation by moving around 167. 

162http://sonicyouth.com/mustang/lp/misc24.html

163http://www.myfirstrecordlabel.com/

164http://sextags.com/

165https://www.residentadvisor.net/features/1247

166http://www.kunstkritikk.no/artikler/ten-questions-goodiepal/

167http://captaincredible.com/helmetdance.html
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7.4 The work of art in a workshop setting

As seen in some of the workshops presented here, the social aspect of circuit bending challenges the

distinctions between the performer, the work of art, the instrument and the audience. In a workshop 

context, the performer  and the audience can be identical, and the work of art can be what is made 

during the workshop. This is something different from the a traditional concert, with the performers 

on stage performing, and the audience observering while a work of art is presented to them. Even if 

we take into account efforts from performers to activate the audience, the traditional concert is still 

basically a one way communication with limited possible actions from the audience. 

Making music in a workshop context differs from a traditional concert, and destabilizes the 

borders between the performer and the audience. All participants are contributing on equal terms 

and have the possibiliy to influence. This makes it more democratic than a traditional concert, and 

more similar to a situation such as a jam session or improvised music rehearsal. It is also possible to

introduce a non participant audience which makes the situation more like a concert, but still keep 

the chaos and expanded time-scale of a workshop. 

Circuit bending and DIY-electronic workshops are not alone in researching this space 

somewhere between a concert, a jam and a laboratory. Examples of similar situations are the sync-

sessions where musicians sync up electronic musical instruments to share a timecode and improvise

music such as Ableton link-jams168, norwegian SYNC midi-jams169 and Drihuset Musikkverksted, 

that arrange workshops where children build instruments and improvise170. What is shared by these 

activities is the attempt to break down some of the barriers and hierarchies often encountered at 

traditional concerts. Concepts such as idolization, the superstar, and the artist as an author are 

abandoned at these events. They rather has an emphasis on the collective and collaboration. I Argue 

that the work of art here is either in a the music created in the process, or in the workshop as a 

whole if it has a performative aspect.

7.5 Circuit bending as performance?

Does this make the circuit bending workshop a performance? Can it be related to performance art? 

To some extent it fits the description, the definition being a very open one sometimes contradicts 

168https://www.ableton.com/en/blog/link-community-events/

169http://syncsync-org.webnode.com/

170http://i.drivhuset.org
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itself and is also is often defined as being non-traditional171. But the main outline of performance 

seems to fit well with our workshop with some modifications: a time-based art form, here based on 

music, an event, and not an artefact (Wainwright, 2016). The Happening is also cited as a 

predecessor to performance art, alongside other artistic expressions that got popular in the 1970's 

(Wainwright, 2016). The performance is often documented by video or photo, and so it differs from 

our workshop, that is often either not documented at all, or documented only for archival purposes. 

Workshops are also often only documented by sound recordings, and only when some interesting 

sound occurs, so what happened prior to and after these recordings is often not documented. Taking 

into account the lack of audience, calling a circuit bending workshop performance art can be a little 

far fetched. Yet the two have some similarities that makes it worth using performance art as a 

reference. Besides the definitions, these types of forums and methods that lie somewhere between a 

workshop and a performance can give interesting ideas for alternative ways of creating and 

presenting music or art.  

7.6 The aesthetic experience

So what is then the aesthetic experience in circuit bending? Is it the musical output created, the 

instrument created, or is it the act of bending itself? I would say that also here the aesthetic 

experience also follows the intention, and we must also ask for whom it is an aesthetic experience. 

For someone watching a performance or listening to music this would lie in experiencing the 

performance, or the music. But for someone engaging in circuit bending themselves, I would argue 

that the aesthetic experience mainly lies in the process of bending, and in the search for new 

connections. This experience can also be the process of modifying the instrument and playing on it 

after it is modified. The important thing here is that the music produced is not always central, 

sometimes it is the process of being able to make it and what is found on the way that counts the 

most. The main aesthetic experience in circuit bending is in the process of bending itself, and in the 

moment of finding new possibilities. The future potential for what can be made with the instrument 

is important for some benders. 

7.7 The music made with circuit bending

It is easy to forget about the actual music while discussing this topic. Where should we place the 

music made by circuit bent instruments? Many circuit benders use their instruments for what can be

171http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/performance%20art
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labeled noise music, glitch, drone and experimental electronic music. As we have seen circuit bent 

instruments show up in popular music once in a while, most of the time as some exotic thing to 

show off172, once in a while circuit bent sounds find their way into the dance charts.173 But what  

more can be said about this music? Is all music made with circuit bended instruments generative or 

aleatoric? I would argue this is dependent on the nature of the bend and the instrument. If the 

instrument is modified so that it responds normally to playing it's keys, but the timbre or sounds are 

changed, it would be hard to label the music produced as generative. But as pointed out by Nick 

Collins, music is more than a sequence of notes (Collins, 2010, p. 34). What about the Sound 

objects that could be created by circuit bending, with rich and complex sounds coming out of 

playing only one note? I would argue this could be labeled generative music, and it is not possible 

to set an absolute limit to where this can be applied. On the other hand the music produced by the 

Aleatrons of Reed Ghazala, such as the Incantor, can easily be labeled aleatoric, it can also be 

labeled generative music, since the main parameter of how it produces music is how it is modified. 

Playing the instrument affects the way it behaves, but the player is not necessarily playing the actual

notes.

7.8 Computer Music? 

The music made by circuit bended instruments is obviously electronic music, since it is made with 

electronic instruments. It is can also easily be labeled experimental music, since the outcome is not 

allways known or intended by the performer.174 But is it computer music? Following a definition by 

Nick Collins, music that involves a computer at any stage of its life cycle (Collins, 2010, p.1) it can 

be. Not only in the sense of often being recorded or edited by a computer, but also because the 

instruments used in circuit bending often contain some sort of microprocessor that makes it a 

computer by definition, albeit far from the desktop computer that comes to mind when the word is 

mentioned. So it would be tempting to include circuit bending inside the field of computer music. 

What stands out after trying to pinpoint where circuit bending should be placed in the field 

of music, is that it is mainly used in a very narrow musical field. It would be possible to use circuit 

172 Such as this article on Steve Aoki's website: http://www.steveaoki.com/music/6-amazing-terrifying-toys-circuit-

bent/

173 Such as Deadmau5 Maths https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wk-iScJwuCA where samples from a bent speak and 

spell is probably used. The same artist was also checking out such a device on an earlier video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HhaKb_950ZM

174 As Mark Fell has pointed out, all music is experimental. Leaning on John Cage definition of experimental; that the 

outcome isn't known beforehand. (Fell, 2015) Fell favours the more descriptive label Unusual music.
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bended instruments in other types of music, or to use some of the approaches of bending in creating 

music outside the musical genres mentioned here. Part of the reason for why I feel there is an 

unused potential here is covered in the following discussion on technological limitation. 

7.9 Techological limitation

In the article series Collateral Damage the artist and writer Mark Fell discusses whether 

technological limitations in musical instruments is good or bad to musical creativity (Fell, 2013 p. 

18). He refers to a story about the musician and technologist Thomas Dolby who describes his ideal 

synthesizer: A machine where he can sit down in front of and imagine a sound that will be produced

by the instrument. This is used as an example of a model where a musical idea starts in the mind of 

the composer and where techology is a transparent tool for making this sound available for others. 

As a counterexample Fell uses the group Phuture and their use of the famous bass-

synthesizer Roland TB303 to create the sonic signature that defined the genre Acid House on the 

release Acid Tracks from 1987. 

Fell argues that their use of the synth that originally was made to synthesize a bass guitar 

sound and it's limitations, was crucial to the artistic action that resulted in this genre-defining sound.

This because the instrument was producing sounds that wasn't conceived by the musicians 

beforehand, it was rather developed in an absorbed activity between the musicians and the 

instrument. Pierre Jones from the group admitted that he couldn't get his head around the TB303, 

since he didn't have a manual for it (Fell, 2013). 

Fell draws parallels to Martin Heideggers theory about an absorbed non-theoretical way of 

exploring the world that he sees as more fundamental than a detatched theoretical analysis. (Fell, 

2013). According to Fell, Heidegger saw the purely analytical view as a fundamental flaw in 

western thought, that had always cast a shadow over western society and culture (Fell, 2013). 

Fell links this absorbed activity to Bruno Latours network theory, where technology has an 

active part in a network of humans and machines. According to Latour, decisions are made within 

these networks, not only by a human agent (Fell, 2013). Fell also talks about circuit bending as an 

example of this absorbed activity, and of the intuitive process of trial and error found in circuit 

bending. He sees this as a favouring of absorbed activity over theoretical analysis, and a favouring 

of active, unpredictable systems over the fully controllable instrument visualized by Thomas Dolby 

(Fell, 2013).

Fell asks the question of what would have happened if Reed Ghazala had installed an extra 
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dial on Dolby's ideal synthesizer with a large question mark on it that will make unpredictable 

sounds if used. If Dolby tried this synth, imagined a sound, played the instrument and then notices 

the new dial, would he be upset if he was told he could not touch it? Would he like to try it? 

Probably, according to Fell (Fell, 2013), but this contradicts the ideal he created in the first place.     

This leads us to question about if there is anything such as an “open” environment in music. 

Many see music software such as Max/MSP where the users creates their own patches as “open”, 

and audio editors like Cubase with a more limited functionality as “closed”. But to Fell there is no 

such thing as an open environment, all environments have their limitations, and if they had none 

they wouldn't be of any interest to him (Fell, 2013). Why is this so? According to Fell the illusion of

an open system is conceptually linked to the likes of Dolbys imaginary synthesizer. To Dolby, 

limitations would only stand in the way of creativity, but following the example of Phutures 

fiddling with the TB303 or Bruno Latours theories, the techological limitations are fuelling 

creativity. This because narrower systems, and the exploration of them often can result in suprising 

results. Fell compares this to a football match, it is the strict rules and the laws of physics that are 

keeping it interesting, if the players could change the rules at any time it wouldn't be so interesting 

to follow the match. Therefore techological limitations in music, and working within narrow 

systems could be good for creativity. 

7.10 Innovating by expermenting 

A part of answering this question is also to answer the question if musical experimentation is 

important for the field of music. It would be hard to disagree to this, at least if we are not supporting

a musical status quo or the view that the best music allready has been made in the past. 

If we accept the importance of general musical innovation, be it technological or aesthetical, 

then circuit bending could be a part of this. As we have seen with examples such as with Michel 

Waisvisz Cracklebox (Collins, 2009 p. 76), Accidents can help innovation. Experimenting with the 

unknown can give the inspiration, direct or indirect, to new musical discoveries. Talking of musical 

composition, circuit bending is taking away some control from musical expression, and puts the 

composer in a position to be able to discover new sounds she wouldn't find elsewhere. 

Technologically speaking, great musical innovations such as the discovery of the musical 

possibilities of FM synthesis, was found by accident researching something else. In this case John 

Chowing was researching vibrato and speech synthesis in 1967175 , but ended up discovering a 

175http://cdm.link/2016/06/listen-john-chowning-describe-invented-fm-synthesis/
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theory that laid foundations for one of the most commercially successful synthesizers in history, the 

Yamaha DX7176. If we look at these innovations found researching something else, it would be 

sensible to see the value of activities such as circuit bending as well as DIY-electronics andcreative 

coding. This is becasue it lays the foundation for further creativity and accidental inventions. 

7.11 Why circuit bending? A reaction to the perfect?

The digital age has given tools to create music to amateurs that earlier was only in the hands of 

professionals. Both audio hardware and software has been made cheaper and more available to 

musicians and producers. The software for music production have also become much more 

sophisticated and powerful than earlier. This results in the possibility of recording and producing in 

a wide range of musical styles for anyone with a computer, a tablet or a smartphone. So with all 

these tools available, why go through the hassle of circuit bending? Nicolas Collins wonders if it is 

a sort of escapism for people that are bored with the rationality of digital music production, and also

mentions the postmodern appeal of taking cheap consumer devices and re-use them in new ways 

(Collins, 2009, p. 106). Qubais Reed Ghazala mentions the possibility of making something unique,

in his own words “An instrument that exists nowhere else in the universe“ (Ghazala 2005, p. 47). In

Circuit-Bending and the DIY Culture (Fernandez & Iazetta, 2011) Fernandez & Iazetta try to launch

circuit-bending as a subversive act, and an attempt to make a space, or objects existing outside of 

the commercial world. One can also argue that DIY and maker culture is spreading information on 

how to do electronic projects via online resources, and that circuit bending is a part of these cultures

and practices.177 

Another question is if circuit bending is important to the musical field. At least it offers an 

alternative to musical mainstream. It also questions if there is a such thing as perfect musical 

performance, question the perfect in general, and questions if there is such a thing as the perfect 

sound. In a musical climate where digital editing allows mixes to be edited to such an extent that 

every error is removed and every note is perfectly quantized, circuit bending offers something else, 

and something that cannot be made within another framework. Malfunctioning instruments is a very

good example of a sound that should be edited out using digital editing tools, so circuit bending 

might be seen as a reaction to the “perfect” as we discussed in the part about glitch aesthetics 

(Cascone, 2000).

176http://www.vintagesynth.com/yamaha/dx7.php

177Via websites like http://getlofi.com and periodicals as Make: Magazine http://makezine.com/
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7.12 Look inside the black box

Another reason why circuit bending (and also hacking and DIY-electronics) is important is that it 

enables us to look into the black box, an electronic device that has carefully defined in and outputs 

in a manual, but where the inner workings are hidden from us (Collins, 2010, p. 26). Allmost all 

electronical music instruments can be seen a black boxes, from keyboards and guitareffect pedals to

software synths, effects178. Allthough being of great use in both musical composition and 

performance, most of these instruments are closed systems that is not reprogrammable by the 

performer.179 The digital lifestyle in first world contries have introduced many digital devices such 

as computers, phones, tablets etc that are central for communicating and also for many other tasks. 

Modern society is heavily dependant on these devices, yet very few people know how these devices

work, or are able to program or repair them. 

7.13 Technological alienation and the postmedial

We can speak about a techological alienation, where big corporations have the power to create 

technology and harvest information. This has also led to the rolling up of state surveillance such as 

what happened with Julian Assange and NSA in 2013. In such a climate it is important to maintain 

the knowledge of how techology works not only among a few experts. It is important to be able to 

look inside the black box, be it musical instruments or other devices. If not there would be no 

independant control of what is brought us by technology. There would be no one to speak up if the 

technological giants go too far. We could image a scenario where technology is controlling people, 

and not where  people are controlling technology.180

Friedrich Kittler writes in his article Grammophone etc (Kittler, 1987) that we are 

approaching a post medial reality where all medias are digitized and everything can be played back 

by a computer. The old borders between sound, pictures and film are broken down when everything 

can be played back from the same medium. This is a process that also has been described by Lev 

Manovich (Manovich, 2001). The insteresting thing with hacking and circuit bending in such a 

context, is that it breaks up this stream and makes it possible to look into and interfere with it.. An 

178 and also generators and boxes in music software such as Pure Data & MAX/MSP

179Allthough there are systems such as modular synths that are re-patchable, they are still composed of black boxes 

patched togehter.  

180We are allready here according to some theoriests such as Evgeny Morozov warns about cyber-utopianism: the 

belief that the internet will only bring liberating forces: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evgeny_Morozov
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example of this could be when analog and digital signals are mixed in circuit bending, the 

supposedly smooth flow of data and audio are interrupted to reveal the inner workings of the circuit.

The interruption of the post medial is what is common between circuit bending and 

instruments such as modular synths, these are methods of forcing back the mediums and the 

distinctive differences between flows of information. The move back to hardware and modular 

synths among certain music producers, can be seen as a reaction against the post medial reality of 

Manovich, where everything can be made and played back on a computer. 

Besides this, there are also attempts to incorporate the unpredictable within computer code 

and digital devices. Projects such as the on purposefully wrongly coded Circuit-Bent Digital 

Waveguide™181 and Code Bending (Bergstrøm, 2015) are examples of this. Often looked upon as 

very rational devices, computer are well suited for being unpredictable. The norm is still that most 

of the cogs and wheels are hidden beneath a user interface that is expected to respond rationally, 

thus creating an image for the user where what is going on inside the machine is hidden. Circuit 

bending and hacking breaks this open and thus enables us to manipulate and tweak the information 

stream talked about by Manovich.

7.14  Humour, fun and the hacker ethic

There is also a humour and tongue-in-cheek in circuit bending that could easily escape a text like 

this. In a video, Daniel Baum known for many video tutorials explaining his “customer service”, 

tells people to ask him any question.182 At the same time he is talking badly about people that wont't 

share information on their bends, and who is protecting their secrets. This is done in a funny way, 

but in the same time he is putting into play a very serious version of the hacker ethic, where 

information should be available to all (Levy, 1984). The humour and good spirit could also be seen 

in the the live shows of Captain Credible183, and in episodes such as Goodiepal stealing an  effects 

processor from the Danish Institute of electroacoustic Music, threatening to circuit bend it. 

7.15 Summing up

In this chapter we investigate some of the questions asked in the introduction. Is there any 

181 http://cdm.link/2016/07/eurorack-module-coded-wrong-youll-like/

182 Baum, D. (2013) HOW TO : Ultimate Yamaha FM Mod guide (circuit bending) 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=owe3AAwifQg

183http://captaincredible.com/
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differences between modding and bending? When the instruments play by themselves, where is the 

work of art? Then attempts are done to place the music of circuit bending in the musical field. This 

is followed by a discussion on if narrow musical systems and techological limitations are good or 

bad for creativity. This leads us to the topic of experimenting with musical techology, such as circuit

bending and DIY, and if it has any value outside its own practice. Looking at a bigger picture, this is

linked to the importance of being able to understand and customize technology in the digital and 

post-medial era.  
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8   Conclusion

8.1 Findings 

After going through the background of circuit bending, related theories in aesthetics, the cultural 

context and showing it workshops, it should be possible to try to answer some of the questions 

asked in the instroduction. It is possible to argue for that even if it is hard pinpoint, circuit bending  

can be considered an aesthetic phenomenon, and that it should be defined differently depending of 

the context it is used in. This also counts for the placement of the aesthetic experience. As said in 

the discussion chapter, the interdisicplinary nature of circuit bending as something between music, 

art, craft and technology, makes it applicable in many different contexts. 

Circuit bending is also a highly fluid field that is hard to define in terms of what is outside of

it. One can argue that some of the more conceptual works, such as those of Cory Archangel184 fits as

well into the field as the bent keyboards of Reed Ghazala. So also with some works of inventors 

like Koka Nicoladze, such as a 3D printer that plays music185. If circuit bending should develop 

further as a field it is important to not have a too narrow scope of what can be included in the term. 

As we discussed in chapter 4, it is possible to place circuit bending in a cultural context. If 

we try to generalize, we can say that it could be placed as counter culture. We can also place circuit 

bending as a part of the DIY (Fernandez & Iazetta, 2011), and as a part of hacker culture (Collins, 

2009), and to some extent as a part of maker culture186. Circuit bendings re-use of old toys and 

keyboards could also place it as culture jamming. Here, the ideological part is about going against 

the commercialsm of the music industry, both in terms of making non commercial music and of 

reusing old instruments, instead of buying new ones.

On the question about where we can place circuit bending in in the field of music and arts, 

and what is the background for it, much should be said in chapter 2. Although sometimes surfacing 

in popular culture, the use of circuit bent instruments is most common in what we could  widely 

classify as experimental, noise, electronic or improvised music.  

The question about where the work of art is in circuit bending, is discussed in the chapter 7, 

by following the intention and context it is used for, we stay clear of having to define this by 

properties of the works. Instead, we can see different aspects as the work of art according to the 

context. When circuit bent instrument are used for recorded music, the work of art will be the piece 

184 http://www.coryarcangel.com/things-i-made/category/software

185 A commisioned work not yet performed. http://nikoladze.eu/

186http://makezine.com/tag/circuit-bending/
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of music recorded. If placed in the context of fine arts, the instrument or device itself could be seen 

as the work of art, alongside sound art and installations. In a workshop setting, the performative 

aspect of doing something together can lead to viewing the workshop as a happening, in the 

tradition of relational aesthetics. 

As a live musical performance, the work of art is both the piece of music performed, and the 

performance as a whole with visual aspects included. Due to the uncontrollability of some circuit 

bent instruments, they are easier to use in improvised than composed music. This links the use of 

these instruments to the classic jam session, or newer collective live performance activities such as 

midi-jams, laptop/phone/tablet orchestras, and live coding/algorave187. The instruments are most 

often bent and prepared before taken to stage. Bending instruments live are usually considered a too

risky activity, but there are some exceptions, like keyboards modified so that the circuit board is 

directly touchable (Collins, 2009 p.110).

In chapter 7 we also discuss the question if approaches from circuit bending can be applied 

to other fields, and what can be gained from that. There are many answers to that question. One part

of answering this is the discussion on if technological limitation, like those imposed by using circuit

bent instruments fuels or prevents creativity. This has no clear answer, but we can see how 

musicians use approaches similar to circuit bending to create their own systems, such as custum 

made or modified musical software (Berstrom & Lotto, 2015, p. 26).

Approaches similar to circuit bending also encourages a wider experimentation with musical

tools. In chapter 7 we can see how happy accidents can lead to innovation. Also, the circuit bending 

approach leads to the possibility of mastering and altering technology. This makes it possible to 

look inside the black boxes of techology. As our society now is dependent on techology and 

computers, it is important that this knowledge is available.188 

8.2 The pedagogical aspect

As we have seen in the documentation of the workshops here, circuit bending could be a good 

starting point for speaking about, and learning electronics in general. Even if no actual bending is 

done, it is enough for many to open up an electronic device, and to talk about how it works to start 

asking questions. My most important discovery, especially when doing workshops for youth and 

children is that disassembling and looking into electronic devives fuels the curiousity of the 

attendees. The experiments carried out in such a setting can teach the attendees a great deal about 

187 http://algorave.com/about/

188 This is a view also often hackers and makers. 
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basic electronics in short timeframe. It is also much more fun, especially for young people, than to 

learn electronics from a book. The hands on approach is at play here, it is easy to learn something 

by doing it yourself. This pedagogical aspect of circuit bending is mostly overlooked, the 

experience from the workshops shows that circuit bending could be a good introduction to 

electronics. 

8.3 The end of circuit bending?

Hammer and Knight argue that circuit bending is in decline, primarily for artistic reasons, but also 

because there will be a shortage of suitable instruments to bend since electronics is getting smaller 

and harder to modify:

There is evidence that circuit-bending is a craft practice in decline. Circuit-bending could 

simply be a short-lived avant-garde practice like many of its predecessors. There is, 

however, also a material/economic aspect of its decline. (Hammer and Knight, 2015)

But judging from the vast amounts bendable musical gear produced in the 80s and 90s, and the new 

availability these instruments has got on websites like eBay, this doesn't seem to be in a very near 

future, even if a rising price for synths and keyboards has made it more expensive in recent years. It

is maybe harder to make a bargain, but that doesn't mean circuit bending as a field is disseapering. 

To the contrary, Paul Norris from circuitbenders.co.uk said in 2011 that the popularity has definitely

increased over the past couple of years.189 No matter the rise or fall popularity of circuit bending as 

we know it, it has introduced interesting ideas that could be developed further also outside the its 

own field. We have seen how approaches similar to that of circuit bending is being used with new 

digital tools such as small computers and controllers such as Raspberry Pi, Bela and Arduino. 

Bending could also be brought completely into the digital realm with code bending (Berstrom & 

Lotto, 2015, p. 26). An alternative way forward is the the simpler and more visual mechanical and 

electromechanical bending and hacking. 

There are also a vast field of undocumented material here for future reseach, this text has 

barely scratched the surface. The most suprising find is that very little is said on the music made by 

circuit bending. Most of Reed Ghazalas musical catalogue is out of print, very little is available 

189 O'Shaughnessy, J (2011) Circuit bending, modding and the analog future 

https://www.residentadvisor.net/features/1327
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digitally.190 Reed Ghazalas enormous artistic output should also be researched more. It would also 

be interesting to look at circuit bending from the view of instrument design, and to how a closer 

look at the newer developments, such as code bending and mechanical and electromechanical 

bending.  

190 A Discography in Experimental Musical Instruments reveal nearly fifty cassettes, none of them are re-released, and 

only snippets are available online. 
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Examples

Example 5.1 Glitch on Casio MT 240 (Video)

Example 5.2 Searching for points (Video)

Example 5.3 Laying of hands (Video)

Example 5.4 Pitch bend on rock keyboard (Video)

Example 5.5 Drilling and fail (Video)

Example 5.5 Yamaha PSS-270 (Sound)

Example 5.6 Yamaha PSS-270 (Sound)

Example 5.7 Yamaha PSS-270 (Sound)

Example 5.8 Circuit bent Sound Machine (Sound)

Example 6.1 Casio Sk-1 Testing the Skew switches (Video)

Example 6.2 Casio Sk-1 Testing the Skew switches (Video) 

Example 6.3 Casio SK-1 Piano Sound (image Group Switches) (Video) 

Example 6.4 Casio SK-1 Piano Sound (skew Group Switches) (Video) 

Example 6.5 Casio SK-1 Piano Sound (skew Group Switches, Combinations) (Video) 

Example 6.6 Casio SK-1 Piano Sound axis Group And Pitch Knob (Video) 

Example 6.7 Casio SK-1 Pipe organ (axis Group) (Video) 

Example 6.8 Casio SK-1 - Video 8 Flute sample (all Switches Applied One By One) (Video) 

Example 6.9 Casio Sk-1 Flute sample, Most of the switches on (crash) (Video) 
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